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ABSTRACT
As the topic of globalization has propounded and corporations seek after international
markets, the importance of the airplane as a form of mass transit has been increasing.
Proximity to a hub airport has become an important locational factor for a number of
businesses, and the airport-related projects would become the core of the regional
developments. The airports are expected to give economic impacts as the ignition of the
regional economy, as well as to induce the demands for commercial space. Rinku Town, a
new city adjacent to Kansai International Airport, Osaka, Japan, was one with such an
expectation, intended to achieve the regional internationalization and improvement with its
ambitious urban development plan; however, this plan has not been successful, and is
currently being restructured.
This thesis examines the collapse of Rinku Town in detail in order to further explore the
development strategy of the airport projects. This thesis first outlines airport projects, and
provides an overview of urban developments in Japan with background information.
Chapter 3 and 4 analyze Rinku Town from three aspects: economic fluctuation, physical
planning, and project management. Conclusions from these analysis are also drawn. The
final chapter suggests the development strategy for the future airport-related projects.
The collapse of Rinku Town was not only due to the market crash and credit crunch of
developers as was generally believed; it was also due to its physical planning, the planning
process, and project management caused from Osaka's inexperienced leadership and
traditional organization for implementing such projects in Japanese context. These problems
were rooted in the structure of the Japanese central governing system. Based on these
findings, developmental strategies for airport projects were drawn with key determinants
including marketing, land use portfolio or optimal use combination, development schedule,
and organization.
Thesis Supervisor: Gary Hack
Title: Professor of Urban Design
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Chapter 1. Introduction / The Outline of Airport-Related Projects
1. 1. Introduction
Recently, as globalization has propounded and corporations seek after
international markets, the importance of the airplane or a form of mass
transit has been increasing. Proximity to a hub airport has become an
important locational factor for an increasing number of businesses. Actually,
some companies have built research, engineering, and production facilities, and
regional offices adjacent to the airports. 1 Some Asian countries, such as Korea,
Thailand, and Hong Kong, are planning to create their own international
airports. As the ignition of the regional economy, the airports are expected to
give large impacts, and people tend to believe the hypothesis that if the
airports are successful, international cash-cow cities adjacent to airports, such
as Las Vegas or Disney World, can be attainable. This hypothesis has not been
tested, because of the young history and limited examples of airport-related
projects; however, these projects would become important as the core projects
of the regional developments in the future.
In September 1994, Kansai International Airport, Osaka, Japan
opened, as the second major international airport in Japan. Its opening was
eighteen months behind the original schedule, because of technical and political
problems; the falling elevation of the reclaimed land, and the unsettled political
negotiation with the fishermen. Concurrently, the Osaka Government (Osaka),
the local government of this airport, planned to create a new city just next to
this airport -- a symbolic gate way city: Rinku Town. Rinku Town was intended
to stimulate not only the local cities, but also the whole Kansai area by
capitalizing on the economic impacts of the airport. If it were completed, Rinku
1. Urban Land Institute: 'Business and Industrial Park Development Handbook', 1988
Town would be one of the few large airport projects in the world. However, this
attempt was in vain; the drastic change of the economic environment halted
the project.
This thesis will analyze Rinku Town, examining the following questions,
and further suggest the development strategy of the airport-related projects;
1. Why was Rinku Town unsuccessful? Was the economic fluctuation the
only reason? Or are there any other reasons?
2. Are the reasons for failure unique to Rinku Town, or are they common to
other airport-related projects? What were the key factors for failure?
3. What lessons can be learned from Rinku Town? What should planners
have done? What is the optimal strategy for the airport projects?
This thesis is structured into five chapters. The first chapter outlines
airport-related projects. The second chapter provides background information
for better understanding Rinku Town: the economic change in mid 1980s and in
1990s with its impact on real estate developments. This chapter will also show
the comparative character of Rinku Town in terms of history of the urban
developments in Japan. Chapter 3 and 4 will describe and analyze Rinku Town
in detail, and summarize the analysis. The last chapter will conclude with the
suggestions of strategy for airport-related projects.
1. 2. The Outline of Airport-Related Projects2
1. 2. 1. Definition of Airport Projects
An exact definition of airport projects does not seem to exist. This is
because this type of project is still new, and is often rare. At this point, several
distinctions are possible:
1. planned projects proximal to airports,
2. planned projects, whose main access is the airplane,
3. planned projects that draw the majority of business from outside markets
rather than from the local markets.
The date of completion of the airports also determines the character; two
different features are observed between those projects with existing airports,
and those only with plans for new airports. The first type would b e
conservative and similar to suburban projects; the second type would be
riskier, because it will plan to create a new airport and to develop regional
areas together, even though it is still unknown how much impact the airport
will have on the region and the scheduled completion is not guaranteed.
This thesis defines the airport projects, with the combination of these
definitions; those projects proximal to the airports, and those that will target
existing markets, as well as establish new markets outside of the cities, while
expecting that the airport will produce the economic impacts and the demand
for commercial spaces.
Table 1-1 shows three types of airport projects; 1) the independent
airport type, 2) the half independent type, and 3) the market dependent type.
The independent type does not have a strong tie with the existing market. It is
economically and geographically distant from the city center, and intends to
2. Hereafter, airport related projects are abbreviated to airport projects. "Skyfront Projects"@
may be a better description of these projects.
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create an independent economy. The half independent type will support the
functions for the airport, and attempt to capture both the new and existing
markets. The market dependent type mostly targets the existing market, even
though it is located near the airport area. This type does not primarily target
the new market from other cities, and in this sense, it would often be for
industrial use. Rinku Town is classified into the hybrid of the market dependent
and half independent type, which will support the airport function and satisfy
the demands from the existing market of Osaka, while creating new markets.
Table 1-1: Classification of Airport Projects
Project Type International Airport 1 Domestic Airport
Independent Airport Headquarter Offices, Residences, Retail Shops, (Depends on the
Type Airport Facilities, Distribution airport)
(Actual Projects) Las Colinas, Texas (Las Colinas)
Half Independent (same above, and) Distribution
Type Magnets, Hotels, etc. Terminal
(Actual Projects) Rinku Town, Osaka, Japan N/A
Market Dependent Headquarter Offices, Magnets, Retail Shops, (Industrial use, or
Type Residence Hotels, etc. Distribution)
(Actual Projects) Maku-hari, Tokyo Teleport, Japan, Industrial Parks
Business parks / industrial projects in USA 3  , _I
Source: Author
1. 2. 2. Major Airport Projects
Table 1-2 shows the major projects adjacent to the airport. Only a few
airport projects exist; Las Colinas, Texas, Young Jong Island, Korea, and Rinku
Town, would be in this category. Adjacency to the airports does not always
formulates airport projects, because of the weak connection with the airports.
In this sense, most Japanese projects can not be airport projects, because of
3. For example, Centex Industrials Park (O'Hare International Airport), Dulles Business
Park (Washington-Dulles Airport), Airport Business Center (Orlando International Airport),
etc.
their independence from airports. Their markets were rather domestic, and
their inconvenient accessibility made them remote far from the airport: poor
connection of railway and congested highways. In the US, airplane
transportation as one form of a mass transit is the most advanced with
various examples; being located in the suburbs, most of such projects can be
categorized as either industrial or business parks.
Table 1-2: Major Urban Developments Proximal to the Aiport
Examples Airport Scale Distance Access Use
Makuhari, Tokyo 438 ha 35 km railroad, Business
Tokyo, Japan International (30 min. highway Convention
by car) Residential
Tokyo Teleport, Haneda 448 ha 10 km highway, Business
Tokyo, Japan International monorail Convention
Residential
Retail
MM21, Haneda 186 ha 18 km railroad, Business
Yokohama, International (30 min. highway Residential
Japan by car) Retail
Rinku Town, Kansai 320 ha 4 km railroad Business
Osaka, Japan International highway Commercial
(planig)
Las Colinas, Dallas 4,856 ha 4 km highway Business
Texas, Fortworth Residential
USA International
Mall of America, Minneapolis 39ha* 5 km highway Commercial
Minneapolis, International
Minn., USA
Orlando, FL Orlando 11,088 ha 7 km highway Commercial
USA International (Resort)
Canary Wharf, London City 2,200 ha 8 km highway, Business
London, UK monorail Residential
Young Jong New Seoul 204.4 ha next to the highway, Business
Island, Korea Metropolitan (3,000 ha) airport railroad Commercial
(planning) Residential
*total floor area, Source: Author
1. 2. 3. Uniqueness of Airport Projects
Because of their location with poor accessibility, airport projects show
several similarities to and distinctions from waterfront projects. Waterfront
projects were rooted in the port activity of the nineteen century with historic
background, depending on the character of each city. Airport projects, however,
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are entirely different. Their origins are rooted in adjacent airports, which are
reciprocally dependent on the growth of the city or often the nation. Airports
have been created rather recently and have been functioning as terminal
stations alone, where people and cargo simply pass through; thus, airport
projects have little historical basis. The location of the airports and airport
projects depends on the political situation. The place with the weakest political
opposition and strongest cooperation from the local economy will be chosen; for
example, in the US, the airports are typically located about 20~30 miles away
from the city center, either in the suburbs or on the waterfront. The airports in
Asian countries tend to have their sites on the waterfront or on islands,
reflecting their lack of land. Necessary locational conditions are; 1) easy land
assembly, 2) low land cost (purchase or creation), and 3) a potential for mass
transit between the airport and the project.4 Lack of these conditions will often
terminate the projects; the difficulty of land assembly caused the cancellation
of one airport project in Japan.5
The optimal size and scale of the airport projects are dependent upon
individual location and the features. Such projects should at least prepare for
future expansion, for the additional demand when the airport will reach its
maximum capacity;6 otherwise, they will be less competitive, being unable to
provide the sufficient facilities to invite more markets. Table 1-3 shows the
deference of these project types.
Airport projects have specific problems. If an airport project is isolated
from major cities, the problem of accessibility becomes primary: while the
transportation to, from, and throughout the airport project must be completed
first, it is very costly. Second, an airport project located adjacent to cities and
4. For example, railway systems in Japan, and the highways in US.
5. A theme park project, named Narita Japan Village, canceled in 1992.
6. For example, the Kansai International Airport takes seven years, according to the
projection.
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communities exposes adjacent areas to noise pollution. Noise pollution usually
causes strong opposition from the current residents, and turns out to become a
political issue, again making land assembly difficult. Third, there exist complex
governmental jurisdictions in the airport; it is usually under the jurisdiction of
several competing authorities in the central government. 7 This political
complexity will produce internal bureaucratic problems, which the local
governments and private sectors have to deal with, and which will often cause
a delay of the schedule.
Table 1-3: Comparson of Airport / Waterfront Projects
Criteria Airport Projects I Waterfront Projects
Location Far from existing markets Proximal to existing market
Origi Recent (20th Century) 19th century
Scale Huge Various (Smaller)
Market None Exist
Use in the past Nothi Port Activity
Problems Far, Noise Pollution, Mass Transit Many regulations, Slum clearance,
(to the airport and city center) Accessibility,
Source: Urban Land Institute, Author
However, some advantages do exist; (1) unlike the inner cities, unique
planning should be possible without the oppositions from residents and the
political restrictions, (2) the financial risk is controllable by adjusting the
supply of commercial spaces, (3) these projects can contribute to the local
area by creating jobs, inviting corporations, and increasing taxes, (4) such
projects have potential for changing the character of the region to become
international with the successful magnets that would become the catalysts for
attracting the markets from all over the world. This potential of airport
projects is the most unique distinction from other projects. Disney World,
7. Ministry of transportation, construction, commerce and trade, finance, self-government,
are the examples.
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Orlando, FL, may be a good example; it has been very successful with inviting
huge markets from all over the world, using air. Table 1-4 shows the
advantages and weaknesses of the airport projects.
Table 1-4: Advantages and Weaknesses of Airport Projects
Advantages Weaknesses
Freedom in Physical Planning Poor Accessibility
Control of the Supply Demand Markets Noise Pollution
World Wide Markets for Magnets Land Assembly
Contribution to the Region Complex Jurisdiction
Source: Author
1. 3. Summary
In this chapter, the outline of the airport projects has been discussed.
This gives some insight / information for a better understanding of the case
study of Rinku Town. The next chapter will discuss the background information
of Rinku Town.
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Chapter 2. Information to Better Understand Rinku Town
2. 1. Land Myth and Urban Development
2. 1. 1. Land Myth
In April 1990, in order to halt overly intense land speculation, the chief
competent authority of the Japanese economy, the Ministry of Finance,
suddenly ordered a restriction on loans; it prohibited the financial institutions
from providing more capital to the real estate industries than in the prior year,
and also restricted life insurance companies from investing in real estate
equities. 8 Chart 2-A shows the impact of this financial policy and the surges of
capital into land speculation. During the bubble periods, loans for developers
increased five times faster than the increase of the total loan amount, and this
capital was poured into land speculation; the increase of land price index was
closely proportional to the increase in loans for developers from 1983~1987.9
However, after this policy, the situation changed drastically; the annual
increase of loans for developers became zero in 1991, which would lead the
developers running out of cash and eventually going into bankruptcy. 10 This
financial policy caused the credit crunch of the industry, and made it
impossible to continue the projects; these projects lost their main actors that
would finance and organize them. It became more than a mere restriction, a
violent poison to the Japanese economy, making the overheated economy cool
down rapidly, and triggered the halt of real estate projects.
8. Actually, its attempt was to prevent life insurance companies from heavily investing on
real estate in their total portfolio. Therefore, maximum increase for investing real estate (%)
was advised to be no more than the increase of total asset (%).
9. In 1987, another regulation: a surveillance of land price, was ordered, and ceased land
speculation to some extent. Developers must get approval of the land price from the local
government, before they make agreement of sale of land.
10. For example, the first half of 1991 showed the worst record of total bankruptcy: 5,244
companies with a total debt of 3,818.1 billion yen.
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Chart 2-A: Loan Amount & Land Price
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Concurrently, the Tokyo stock market fell suddenly on October 1, 1990:
Black Monday in Japan.11 This crash dropped stock down to 48% less than its
highest point, and was the worst decrease ever recorded in Tokyo market.
Since then, the Japanese economy entered a long recession. It is estimated
that 270 trillion yen of unrealized gain ($1.89 trillion)12 had disappeared just a
single day.13 The new biggest problem for Japanese corporation was the
unavailability of their equity finance; the crash made it impossible to raise
capital by issuing new stocks or convertible bonds, which was the major
financing method in the bubble period. These companies could not enjoy low
cost finance any more, and need to find other financing methods. Moreover,
they were in need of cash to settle their current debts financed in the past;
they had expected that they would be able to refinance new capital to repay
these debts. Therefore, this crash forced almost all corporations to restructure
urgently; one way of their restructuring was to shrink the leasing spaces,
making the demands of office spaces smaller than any periods ever.
Until the crash, development for office use was believed to be the safest
and most profitable, backed by the strong tenant market; demands for the
office spaces were tight, and the rent was higher than other use. However, this
crash made the tenant market loose, and the vacancy rate jumped to 4.6% in
1992.14 Table 2-1 shows the change of markets before the crash; all of these
data show the negative impact by the crash. The gap between the oversupply
and shrinking demand pushed the rent downwards, and resulted in the lower
profitability of real estate projects, discouraging the developers to invest.
11. The crash pushed the Tokyo Price Index down to 20,881.86 yen from 38,915 yen.
12. The difference between the market value and the purchased price.
13. Miyazaki, Yoshikazu, 'Fukugo Fukyo', 1992
14. IDSS Data research: until then the vacancy was almost 0%.
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Table 2-1: The Change of the Tenants Markets
Criteria Peak 1993
Vacancy of Tokyo Area 0.6% (1990. 5) 7.0% (1993. 3)
Rent in Tokyo Area (yen/m 2/month)15  17,393 (1992) 15,480 (1993)
Total Floor Area Started Construction (ha) 907 (1990) 686 (1992)
From: IDSS, Mitsui Real Estate, Ministry of Construction
The depression in 1990s caused the halt of real estate projects in two
ways; 1) the governmental restriction triggered the credit crunch of the
developers, which resulted in the suspension of the projects, 2) the crash urged
all companies to restructure, resulting in the oversupply and squeezing demand
for office spaces. This falling market deteriorated the revenue of developers,
and further discouraged them to invest.
Before this crash, so called "land myth" had been alive in Japan. People
believed the appreciation of land price in a long run, although it may fluctuate
in the short run. Chart 2-B shows the impact by land myth; the increase of the
land index was almost double the increase of rent index. That is, holding land
was a better investment method than developing and leasing the land. Thus,
everybody rushed to purchase pieces of land for investment, especially in the
Tokyo area, resulting in the continuous increase of land price.
Low interest rates, 16 surplus of money, and strong demand for office
space,17 were the key factors that supported this land speculation. The surplus
of money financed with low cost poured into the land market, resulting in the
skyrocketing of land price. 18 In addition to the economic environment, the tax
15. In Japan, rent is shown by yen per square meters per month traditionally. Hereafter, it
is shown as yen/m 2/month.
16. Long term prime interest rate, the standard interest rate in Japan, was 4.9%-6.9%
during 1986-1989, which showed the lowest ever.
17. Average increase of 10.0% during this period: the Nihon Building Kyokai Research.
Average vacancy rate during this period from 1985-1991 was 1.5%: IDSS Data Research.
18. The land index in Tokyo and the Osaka area had been increasing, especially, after 1985,
this speed accelerated. The average rate increase was 6.0-6.5% in 1980-1985, and
21.3-24.4% in 1986-1990 per annum, the National Land Agency 'Official Land Price'.
*Comparison of land price between Japan and the US:
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system encouraged this myth. Relatively low taxes on properties, less than 1%
of market value,19 enabled landowners to keep their land under-developed, and
they could finally enjoy capital gain without any risk; landowners didn't have to
hurry for their development, but had better wait until land would appreciate.
Nonetheless, land myth wasn't always bad for the Japanese economy; it
has been the basis of Japanese corporate financing, called the "land standard
system". Land myth was especially favorable for those companies that owned
land from long ago with low book value, and enabled them to develop their land
by themselves. The typical Japanese corporate financing using land had three
possibilities:
1. A company can offer its land as security for a loan; if a company owns land,
financial institutions would usually lend 60%~70% of the market value. 20
However, during this period, they would lend more than 70% by expecting
the appreciation of land value, taking risks to lend more money in order to
expand their business ground.
2. A company could realize capital gain by its sale of land. The sale for the
market price would enable such a company to enjoy huge capital gain,
because of the low book value and the substantially higher market price.21
3. A company could equity finance from then capital market; they could raise
money easily by issuing new stocks, backed by high stock prices. Land was
not used for realizing capital gain, however, it was regarded as a prospective
asset on the balance sheet, which would produce huge gain. The Japanese
stock prices reflected this unrealized value at that time. One phenomenon
The US appreciated constantly during two decades (average 9.9%), Japan increased
drastically after 1985 (average 13.2%), and total value of Japan was $14,846 billion, which
is four times more than in the USA; $3,856 billion. (US dollars in 1989)
19. Property tax was 1.7% of the taxable value of land estimated by the local governments,
about 30%~40% of the actual market value, and then the effective property tax rate, was
less than 1% of market value (0.51%-0.68%).
20. Nihon Keizai Shinbun-sha, 'Seminar Gendai Kigyo Nyumon', 1992
21. For example, in 1991, this capital gain was about 200 times the value in 1955.
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in late 1980s' represented this land myth; when waterfront developments
were first introduced and actual plans were presented, the stock prices of
the industries, which owned lands in the waterfront area,22 jumped
suddenly, even though their main business had been declining. That's
because, they had a large amount of land in the waterfront area in Tokyo,
and that the investors overestimated future potential of their land, not their
businesses.
Land myth also helped the landowner companies to start developments
of their land; for example, heavy industry manufactures attempted to develop
their old factory sites in the waterfront area, in order to realize the maximum
use of their land instead of selling them, although sale for unnecessary sites
was the traditional strategy of the asset disposal for such industries. Chain
hotels and chain department stores also sought after the possibility to enjoy
capital gain by acquiring their properties, even though their traditional
strategy was to be less capital intensive and to concentrate on their major
businesses; it was to borrow the spaces in order to use their capital more into
the service operation or expansion of their businesses instead. Their change of
strategy for taking risks to enter into the real estate developments might
accelerate the skyrocketing land price.
Overall, the financing system based on land myth worked very well in
the Japanese economy, and gave the landowner companies the opportunity to
become developers; however, the crash terminated this system, and forced the
Japanese corporation restructure, afterwards.
22. heavy industries, shipbuilding, steels, etc.
2. 1. 2. Impacts on the Urban Developments
This crash, called "the breakdown of the bubble economy",23 destroyed
land myth, and real estate investment turned out from a risk free to be a risky
investment vehicle. In addition, the crash transformed the typology of the
developments; a single office use couldn't be the best investment any more.
Developers had to change their strategy for their projects, the traditional
method of developing and leasing office spaces while waiting for the capital
gain, became outmoded, especially for large scale projects. They must
differentiate their projects from competitors by utilizing their land more
effectively and inducing synergy effects by creating something attractive with
other facilities for different use, otherwise they will have to confront with the
crisis of projects. They must also reorganize their investment structure; to
shift from volatile capital gain to the stable cash flow became important, even
though they once had put more importance on capital gain. For developers and
the Japanese economy, it is a revolutionary idea to seek after stable cash
inflow more than to expect the capital gain; they were facing with the paradigm
shift, the transition from a balance sheet to an income statement economy, or
from the land for speculation to the land for effective use.
Table 2-2 shows the impacts of this crash of large scale projects. During
this period, most projects were halted, and all parties have been restructuring
their projects. Rinku Town was no exception; developers are negotiating with
the Osaka government about their cancellation. Its original plan was modified,
and Osaka decided to use the sites temporary for the amusement and retail.
The impacts from the crash are observed from these projects, and their
restructure seemingly took time.
23. "Bubble" describes the Japanese economy as a fragile entity which can disappear easily
as it lacks strong economical fundamentals such as interest rate, GNP (gross national
product), inflation, and inventories.
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Table 2-2: The Impacts of the Crash on Large Scale Projects
Projects Impact
Tokyo Teleport Agreement of the sale of land behind schedule.
Town, Tokyo, Bidding land price decreased.(30%)
Developers and key retail tenants canceled.
The world exhibition is rescheduled.
Makuhari, Chiba, Key retail tenants canceled.
Mostly completed before the crash.
MM21, Yokohama, Behind schedule, office space is being oversupplied.
Agreement of the sale of land with the winning groups
behind schedule.
Rinku Town, Osaka, Developers, hotels, and retails canceled.
Master plan was modified, and temporary use for the
I amusement and shopping are created.
Source: Nikkei (newspaper), Nikkei Real Estate (magazine)
2. 2. The Outline of Japanese Urban Development Projects
Table 2-3 shows the chronological overview of development typology:
Sub Center, Supplemental Development, and Unit Development; classified by
scale, use, and location, shown in Table 2-4.24
Table 2-4: Typology of Developments
Typology Area (ha) Use Location (km)
Sub Center 30ha- mixed, complex, suburbs (about 30km from the
city center) or waterfront
Supplemental 110 ha office, and retail, or within 20km from city centers
Development 
_ _ hotel,
Unit Development -2 ha mostly office I downtown
Source: Author
As advanced technology was introduced and legal modification was in
force, in almost every decade, the typology evolved from single to complex or to
subcenter from 1960s to 1990s. The comparative characteristics is observed
in these periods; the transitions from the horizontal to vertical use in the first
23
24. classified by the author
Table 2-3 : Maor Events of Urban Developments in Japan
Periods ~_1980 1981 ~ 1990 1991 - 1995
Character from Low Rise to Skyscrapers from Single Use to Mixed Use Larger Scale and More Complex Use,
Sub Center '65 Tama New Town Port Island (436 ha) MM21, Makuhari, Tokyo Teleport,
Rinku Town,
Supplemental '74- Shinjuku Area Skyscrapers '86 Ark Hills (Mixed Use Buildings) '93 Osaka Business Park (Osaka)
Development '88 Omiya Sonic City
(First Public Private Partnership)
Unit '68 Kasumi-Ga-Seki Building '91 Landmark Tower (MM21)
Development (first skyscraper in Japan) '91 World Business Garden (Makuhari)
Major Event '63 FAR was introduced. '85 Exhibition in Tsukuba '91 Tokyo Government Office Open
'68 Urban Planning Law enacted. '86 PPP law enacted.
'70 World Exhibition in Osaka '87 Land Dealing law enacted
'90.4.-'91.12. Restriction of Loans (*site area)
Economic '64 Tokyo Olympic '87.10. Black Monday (NY market) Makuhari: 438 ha*
Change '73 Oil Shock '87- '88 Lowest Interest Rate MM21: 186 ha*
'89.12. Tokyo Stock Market Highest Tokyo Teleport : 448 ha*
_'90.10. Tokyo Crash Rinku Town: 318 ha*
References Tama New Town: 7,000 ha* Ark Hills: 280,372 m2  OBP: 510,269 m2
Kasumi-Ga-Seki: 165,692 m2  Omiya Sonic City: 131,256 m2  Landmark: 392,284 m2
Shinjuku Mitsui: 179,956 m2 WBG: 228,728 m2
Sumitomo: 177,467 m2 Tokyo Gov. Office: 380,503 m2
Source: NLI Research, Mitsui Real Estate: ' Real Estate Statistics Data'
decades (1960s~1980s), and those from the single use to complex use in the
last decades (1980s~1990s).
2. 2. 1. 1960s to 1980s
During the first half of 1960s, all Japan enjoyed prosperous days, and
most cities, including Tokyo and Osaka, were growing. In 1963, the
Architectural Standard Law deleted the height limitation, 25 and introduced
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) to Japan for the first time, with the support of the
advanced structural technology for the earthquakes. This modification released
developers from the horizontal use, and provided the opportunity for the
vertical use. After this modification, high-rise buildings became popular, and
the new era of skyscrapers arrived. In 1968, the first skyscraper, "Kasumi-Ga-
Seki Building" was completed, 26 and from 1970s to 1980s, the skyscrapers in
the Shinjuku area were completed one by one. Stimulated by the peers,
developers, corporations, and the local governments were eager to create single
high rise buildings that could become their prestigious symbols. In this way,
skyscrapers gained popularity for office buildings in 1970s~1980s.27
The first period from 1960s to 1980s is described as the transitional
stage from horizontal use to vertical use; low-rise buildings in small parcels to
high-rise skyscrapers in large sites.
2. 2. 2. 1980s~1990s
The transition during this decade is well characterized by the economic
prosperity from the mid 1980s. There was the ups and downs of the economic
25. Maximum height used to be 31 meters
26. 165,692 square meters (m2), 36 Floors, owned by Mitsui Real Estate
27. During this period, there existed another form of large scale development: the New Town
projects, sometimes described "bedroom communities". New Towns were about 1 hour from
the city centers, and became the typical suburban housing in Japan. Tama New Town in
the east suburb of Tokyo, provides housing for 300,000 residents in a 7,000 ha area.
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cycles with the surge into real estate and the market crash, when non-
professional bodies rushed to real estate investment.
A legal factor also stimulated the boom as strongly as the economic
factors did. In 1986, a law of public-private partnership was enacted, and joint
venture by the public and private sectors was officially approved. Thereafter,
both sectors could develop the public land, while pursuing common profit.
Before the enactment, the public sectors could not participate in the project,
and they had to wait until the developers were selected by the official selection
(bidding) and started the project. Several proposal bidding were held by the
local governments; the first was in 1986 in suburb of Tokyo. In this selection,
only the winners were granted the exclusive right to develop the sites. In such
joint ventures, the roles and the responsibility of each party were clearly
separated; roles of the public sectors were planning, management, and
construction of infrastructures, and those of the private sectors were
development and operation of the properties. In the beginning, the introduction
of public private partnership seemed promising, and most of the large scale
projects in Japan are planned in this scheme, shown in Table 2-5.
These projects have several characters in common: a) all public private
partnership, b) formerly under-developed or reclaimed land, c) large scale (more
than 100 ha), d) proximity to the major cities, e) poor accessibility, f) publicly
owned land, and g) complex uses.28 These characters indicate the limitations of
urban developments in Japan; there is no large developable land left except
public reclaimed land, and large scale projects are achievable only on such land,
providing the potential to the regional economy.
28. (f) is the most important point in Japan. If the site isn't owned 100% publicly, it will
often take many years to get agreements from former landowners, because the owners'
property right is well protected legally, and the government can't force landowners to give up
their property, even though the government may offer proper compensation.
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Table 2-5: Major Large Scale Projects in Japan
Criteria Land / Scale (ha) Distance Accessibility Use
Owner J I I _
Tokyo reclaimed highway, Business
Teleport 100% public 448 ha 6 km monorail Commercial
Tokyo, railroad Convention
MM21 reclaimed 30 km* railroad, Business
Yokohama, private, and 186 ha 2 km** highway Commercial
public, Convention
Makuhari, reclaimed 30 km* railroad, Business
Chiba, 100% public 438 ha 8 km*** highway Convention
Rokko reclaimed 20 km**** highway, Residential
Island, Kobe 100% public 580 ha 7 km***** monorail Business
Port Island, reclaimed 25 km**** highway, Residential
Kobe 100% public 436 ha (I) 5 km***** monorail Business
390 ha (II)
Rinku Town, reclaimed 40 km**** railroad Business
Osaka 100% public 320 ha Commercial
*from Tokyo, **from Yokohama, ***from Chiba, ****from Osaka, *****frm Kobe,
Source: various
As the scale of projects became larger, the single use, such as office use
alone in a skyscraper, could not satisfy the demands of the era; the developers
were forced to create something new. In order to satisfy the various demands,
and to coexist with the surrounding area, they diversified the uses from the
horizontal single office use to the vertical complexes: mixed uses with offices,
retail shops, residences, hotels, cultural facilities, and amenities of greenery
and open spaces. They expected the synergy effect -- the interactions caused
from several different uses. Even in a single skyscraper, developers attempted
to use it with several uses in order to enhance its competitiveness. Rinku Town
was planned along this trend.
The second period is described as the physical transitional stage from
the horizontal single use to the vertical mixed use. There also existed the
economic transitional stage from the expansion to restructure. In addition, the
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organizational transition from the individual developers to the public private
partnership was observed.
2.3. The Backgrounds of Rinku Town
This section is to provide information for better understanding of Rinku
Town; the Kansai area (Kansai) or Osaka, and Kansai International Airport.
The Kansai area is located in the western part of Japan, 400 km away from
Tokyo with the central city of Osaka: the second largest city in Japan. Osaka
has its population of 8.5 million out of 21.1 million in the Kansai area, and with
Gross Domestic Products (GDP) of $274 billion out of $586 billion.29
2. 3. 1. The Kansai Area (Osaka metropolitan Area)
i) History
Kansai means "the western part of the border", the western part of the
former capital, Kyoto. This area has been prosperous since the 700s, when the
first capital was set in this area. It was always the center of both politics and
culture, before the capital was moved to Edo (Tokyo) in the 1600s. Kyoto and
Nara became the centers of politics and culture in the 700s, as the capital
cities. The Kansai area prospered as a supplemental city near the capital,
especially in the areas of commerce and trading, and Osaka became the center
since the 1700s. Even after the capital was moved to Tokyo, Kansai remained
prosperous due to its businesses. After World War II, as Tokyo became heavily
concentrated, Osaka became the second city as well as the center of the
western Japan.
28
29. Both numbers are in 1990.
ii) Government system
Nowadays, the Kansai area is composed of seven prefectural units with
the total area of 31,492 km2 (7.8 million acre), and the population in 1991 of
20,981 thousand people; 17.0% of Japan. Table 2-6 shows the population, total
area, and GDP of this area in 1990.
Table 2-6: Comparison of Area, Population and GDP
1990 Area (km2) Population GDP ($ billion)
Osaka 1,886 8,549 274
H ~yo_ 8,383 5 429 140
Kyoto 4,612 2,543 66
Kansai Area 31,498 21,086 586
TokyoArea 32,413 38j41 1,258
Japan 373,437 124,450 3,706
Source: Toshi Data Pack
Table 2-7: Comparison of Area, Population, and GDP
1990 Area (km2) Population GDP ($ billion)
USA __ 9_,1 j 24710 __5950
Germany_- 352,768 81,100 1,643
UK 241,272 58,000 916
Canada 9,976,186 28,100 522
Source: Toshi Data Pack, Information Almanac 1994
iii) Economy
GDP in 1990 was $586 billion (17.9% of Japan),30 the second after the
Tokyo area. Within the Kansai area, Osaka dominates it with 45% of total
GDP shares, the second after Tokyo, too. However, domestically, the share of
Kansai in GDP has been decreasing, (from 20.1% in 1970 to 17.4% in 1987)
and is estimated to fall to 14.1% in 2000.31 Especially, manufacturing has
declined. Kansai was successful with heavy industries in the 1960s~1970s,
30. 67,113.9 billion yen, National Land Agency, 'Annual Report of Each Prefecture'
31. Kansai Sangyo Kasseika Center 'Kansai Renaissance' 1991
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however unsuccessful with inviting growing industries, such as computer and
service industries; it was also poor with internationalization. Therefore, it has
been turning to a manufacturing base, not a managerial headquarters.
Table 2-7 shows the international comparisons of GDP between the
Kansai area and foreign countries. It shows the scale of the Kansai economy:
as large as a Group of Seven (G7) country,32 almost equal to Canada's $521.5
billion.33
iv) Development Projects
To activate its domestic economy by seeking after internationalization,
Kansai is heavily investing in urban development projects. In 1990, it had
$201.70 billion 34 with 450 budgeted projects. 35 Chart 2-C shows the increase of
these development projects in this area; it indicates an extraordinary rush
from 1989 to 1990, when the economy reached its peak. Table 2-8 below shows
six major projects with more than 1 trillion yen budget.
Among these projects, Kansai International Airport has a vital role,
because the ripple projects related to the airport were summed into $57 billion
(26.7% of total): out of $57 billion, $34 billion are for the airport infrastructure
projects, facility buildings, and access highways, and $23 billion are for the
airport-related projects, urban developments, including Rinku Town.36
These projects have unique distinctions; (1) most projects are for
business and leisure uses, not for industrial use, suggesting that the industrial
production would drop in the future. Moreover, those leisure projects are not
32. USA, UK, Germany, France, Italy, Canada, and Japan
33. Houghton Mifflin 'The 1994 Information Please Almanac'
34. Projects are defined as those projects that use more than 1 ha site and cost of 1 billion
yen, excluding land cost. Budgeted projects are those whose total cost are estimated, and
disclosed publicly. These definitions are done by Kansai Sangyo Kasseika Center.
35. 28,500 billion yen, Kansai Sangyo Kassei-ka Center 'Kansai Renaissance', 1991
36. Kansai Sangyo Kasseika Center, 'Kansai Renaissance', 1991
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always promising because of many competing projects, (2) $19 billion are for
research and development business uses, (3) 41% are planned under public
private partnership, and (4) 70% are located in the Osaka metropolitan area or
near major cities, especially, $86 billion (or 42%) are in the waterfront in the
Osaka Bay, including Rinku Town.
Table 2-8: Six Major Projects in the Kansai Area ($ billion)
Name Budget Outline
Osaka Techno Port $15.6 775 ha / 200,000 workers,
R&D, international trading, information &
communication business
Rokko Island $8.8 558 ha / Office, Residences, Theme park etc.
International Cultural Park City $7.1 740 ha / residences & research center
Akashi Channel Bridge $7.1 The longest bridge in the world (3910 m)
Hanshin Bay Express Highway $8.6
Kansai International Airport $10.6 Opened September, 1994
Airport related projects $57 billion.
Source: Toyo Keizai
Chart 2-C: Increase of Projects and Costs in the Kansai area
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2. 3. 2. Kansai International Airport
Kansai International Airport is positioned as the core project in the
Kansai economy, and Rinku Town was one of its related projects. To know the
outline of this airport would be helpful for its understanding.
i) History
The origin of Kansai International Airport is traced back to the report
from the United Nations. In 1962, Earnest Wiseman, the vice president of
Social Council of United Nations, pointed out the necessity for a new airport to
support the existing airport, because it was too small to satisfy future demand.
He also pointed out that the Kansai economy and local government should
make every effort to invite international airlines in order to connect the Kansai
area with abroad by the direct flights. Wiseman's proposal became the origin of
this airport. Concurrently, the surrounding eight local cities required urgent
completion of a new airport, because in 1964, jet airplanes were approved to
use this airport, causing tremendous noise pollution in the surrounding area.
These cities were cooperative forming a political pressure to urge the Osaka
government (Osaka) to create a new airport. It took almost 10 years to have
the final decision in 1974 to select the current area for this airport.
In 1981, the Ministry of Transport, the central government presented
the three basic guidelines: planning, environmental assessment, and regional
developments, which became principal rules for this airport. Then, based on
such guidelines, Osaka created a proposal for regional development, which
presented the idea of the waterfront city for the first time, as a supplemental
development for the airport. The original land use of this development was for
airport-related uses: hotel, convention, international market place, exhibition,
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and for those facilities that would enhance living standard for people in the
surrounding area.
Even though New Tokyo International Airport (Narita) opened in 1978,
it became overcrowded before long, and couldn't cope with the increasing
demands from both the passengers and foreign countries to have direct airline
accesses. Demand for an additional airport was growing stronger. In 1979,
because of the deficit, this airport was decided to be completed by five phases,
and the first goal was to construct a smaller portion (600 ha) with one runway.
In 1984, the Law for Kansai International Airport was legislated by the
Diet, determining that this airport would be operated by a corporation, which
the country financed 66.7% (in 1984) and the local government and private
sectors must invest 16.7%, respectively. In 1987, reclaiming was started, and
design competition for the terminal building was held, in which an Italian
architect Renzo Piano won the first prize. In 1991, the construction of the
terminal building was started, and the airport was open on September 4, 1994,
18 months later from its original schedule.
ii) Outline
Table 2-9 shows detail data of this airport.
Table 2-9: Physical Planning of Kansai International Airport
Location Reclaimed land, 40 km south from the center of downtown Osaka
Access Railway (40 min.), Highway (50 min.) from downtown Osaka
Operation Kansai Kokusai Kuko Corporation
Site Area 511 ha
Floor Area 296,000 m2 (terminal building)
Capacity 1 Runway, maximum 25 million passengers / year
(international; 12 million, domestic 13 million)
Cost 1,430 Billion Japanese Yen
Schedule Opened on September, 1994
Source: Kansai International Airport Corporation
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iii) Operation and management
Kansai International Airport Corporation was established in 1984 for
the purpose of constructing, operating, and managing the new airport. It was
jointly financed by the country, local governments, and the local economy; its
capital of 510 billion yen was raised with the ratio of 4:1:1, respectively, used
for 30% of the initial construction cost. The remaining 70% (about 840 billion
yen) would be financed from Japan Development Bank, and by issuing bonds.
iv) Cost and finance
The original cost in 1984 was 1,000 billion yen, which was increased to
1,430 billion yen later in 1990 ($10.69 billion).37 (please refer to Table 2-10)
That was because: 1) the elevation of the filled land was still falling down, and
delayed the construction schedule, compounding the interest expense, 2) the
terminal building was expanded, and 3) the Aero Plaza, a shopping center with
a hotel in the terminal, was newly added to the original plan.
Table 2-10: Future Expansion Plan38
Phase Phase I Phase II Phase III
Area 511 ha 1,200 ha 1,300 ha
Capacity (year) 160,000 Times 300,000 Times 300,000 Times
Schedule -1994 -2005 -2017
Cost (phase) 1,430 billion yen 1,900 billion yen 500 billion yen
Total Cost 1,430 billion yen 3,330 billion yen 3,830 billion yen
Runways (completed) 1 2 3
Source: Kansai International Airport Corporation
As for profitability, this airport project would need long years to cover
the initial cost, and at least $24 billion extra capital is necessary to complete
the expansion with an additional runway and buildings. It needs 30~35 years to
37. Nikkan Shobo, 'Kansai Shin Kuko', 1993
38. simulated by Committee for Realizing Complete kan-ku Plan, 1992
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be profitable annually, and 45-50 years (or 60-65 years in a worst case) to
pay off all cumulated loss from 1990,39 with the whole completion date in
2017.
vi) Economic Impact on Kansai area (Table 2-11)
There is a simulation study of economic impacts on the Kansai area by
the airport,40 noting that: a) the investment impact from construction of this
airport would be 2,500 billion yen, b) the economic impact caused by the
consumption of airport passengers would be 460 billion yen, c) the increase of
the employment in Kansai area would be 33,000 jobs, and d) the impact from
the increase of cargo transportation, which would stimulate the production in
this area, would be 1,884 billion yen.41
Table 2-11: Economic Impacts from the Airport
Economic impacts Effect
Investment impact of construction 2,500 billion yen
Consumption of passengers 460 billion yen
Increase of the Cargo transportation 1,884 billion yen
Employment 33,000 jobs
Source: Kansai International Airport Corporation
vii) Comparison
This airport will have the largest cargo transportation, with the most
expensive landing fee shown in Table 2-12.42 If compared with existing airports,
this airport would be one of the busiest with the highest landing fee for a flight:
$8,299 for B747- 300 (372 ton) and $4,192 for DC10- 40 (252 ton), which
exceeds Narita that has been notorious for its highest fee. If compared by the
congestion of passengers or cargo; passengers or cargo carried in one flight, this
39. Kansai Kuko Chosa-Kai, 'Kansai Kokusai Kuko Guide Book', 1994
40. Sumitomo Trust Bank Research Institute 'infii', 1994, number 4, volume 3
41. All numbers here are valued in 1985.
42. ACI data, 1992, and Suji De Miru Koku, 1993
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airport shows the heaviest densities with the average of 89.24 person/ flight,
and 2.24 meter*ton/flight. It will be the busiest and the most congested airport
in the world, similar to the Tokyo International Airport. (Refer to Table 2-13)
Table 2-12: Comparison of landing fee
Airports Landing Fee ($)
Tokyo International (Narita) 7,104
Frankfurt, Germany 4,448
Schipool, Amsterdam, Holland 3,711
De Gaulle, Paris, France 3,585
JFK, New York 1,968
Kansai International, Japan 8,299
Source: Kansai International Airport Guide Book
viii) Summary
These data show the expectation of this airport from the Kansai
economy, as well as its problematic planning, finance structure, and invitation
of airlines. If the planning and construction of the airport could be managed
successfully, it would enable the Kansai area to expand the markets
internationally by inviting the direct airlines worldwide. This expansion would
contribute to the success of the airport in turn, and to the prosperity of the
region, including Rinku Town. In this sense, Rinku Town was disadvantageous
for its actualization from the beginning.
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Table 2-13 International Comparisons of the airports
Source: ACI DATA 1992, Kansai Kokusai Kuko Guide Book 1994
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Airport City Area (ha) Passenger Cargo Flight
1 O' hare Chicago 2,835 64,441,087 1,115,116 841,013
2 Dallas/Fortworth Dallas 7,082 51,943,567 577,318 764,242
3 Los Angeles Int'l Los Angeles 46,964,555 1,238,198 680,489
4 Heathrow London 1,141 45,234,993 834,916 406,433
5 Haneda Tokyo 586 42,638,852 489,743 191,750
6 Atlanta Atlanta 42,032,988 649,294 621,365
7 San Francisco San Francisco 31,789,021 602,741 409,352
8 Denver Denver 30,877,180 327,264 503,546
9 Frankfurt Frankfurt 1,700 30,746,463 1,339,802 340,468
10 Kansai Int'l Osaka 511 30,700,000 1,390,000 165,710
11 JFK New York 2,052 27,760,912 1,317,961 321,498
12 De Goulle Paris 3,104 25,198,420 658,325 296,194
13 Orley Paris 25,170,204 306,991 214,543
14 Newark New York 24,286,986 587,753 410,996
15 Osaka Osaka 317 23,516,231 482,439 132,070
Hong Kong Hong Kong 1,248? 22,663,388 956,908 140,791
Honolulu Hawaii 22,608,188 380,852 403,630
Narita Tokyo 680 22,030,102 1,335,871 122,580
Soeul Korea 21,231,468 743,397 145,731
Schipool Holland 1,750 19,145,064 723,839 274,608
Singapole Singapole 18,100,155 720,677 143,700
Bangkok Thailand 16,656,658 438,416 153,446
AVERAGE 31,169,840 782,628 349,280
Asian Airports 24,692,107 819,681 149,472
EU Airports 29,099,029 772,775 306,449
US Airports 38,078,276 755,166 550,681
Chapter 3. Outline of Rinku Town
3. 1. Outline of Physical Planning (Final Report, March, 1989)
1. Official Name
2. Public Sectors
3. Location
4. Site Area
5. Floor Area
6. FAR / Zoning
7. Land Use
8. Schedule
(Original)
9. Cost
10. Land Price
11. Access
12. Population
South Osaka Bay Waterfront Area Development
Osaka Government, City of Izumi-Sano, Tajiri, and Sen-Nan
Sen-Shu waterfront area, 40km south from center of Osaka
318.4 ha
163 ha43 (Commercial zone only)
600%: Commercial Zone, 300%: Mixed Industrial Zone
200%: Residential & Industrial Zone
Officially Approved Rinku Planning District (1989)
Business, Retail, Culture, Hotel, Factory, Park, Storage, Distribution,
Airport Related Facilities ( Maintenance Base, Residences, etc.)
1991 Developers selected
1992 Start construction
1995 Partially Open.
1,400 billion yen (US$ 10.51 billion)4 4 (estimated in 1991)
(infrastructure 550 billion yen & developers' construction cost)
@/m2 1,130,000~1,530,000 yen, (@/m2 8,450~11,442 US$)
Waterfront Highway, Railway, Cruise Service
200,000
43. Asahi Shinbun Newspaper, December 7, 1990, Floor area and construction cost of each
proposal wasn't disclosed. (FAR 600%)
44. Toyo Keizai, Kansai Big Projects, April, 1991
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MAJOR TRANSPORT NETWORK
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The Rinku Gate Tower Building, the heart
of Kansal's international and domestic
transportation network
Rising into the sky across from the Kansai international
Airport. the Rinku Gate Tower Building will be a mere
five minutes from the airport and about 30 minutes from
the center of Osaka by train, gaining maximum benefit
from the 24-hour airport facilities The fastest access
ti internatironal and domestic flights and convnrient rail-
wav and highway networks provide easy acress to all
of Kansai s major cities
Travel time by type of transportation
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Land Use
Use Scale J Use T Zoning /FAR / BLR 45
Commercial 30 ha Business Core, Culture Core, Retail, Commercial Zone
Hotel (Convention, City), Amusement, 600% / 80%
Medical Center, Airport Facility
Distribution 30 ha Distribution, Storage, Production, Mixed Industrial
300% / 60%
Production 75 ha Airport Facility (office, exhibition, etc.,) Mixed Industrial,
Removing Factory (office, exhibition, etc.,) 300%, 200% / 60%
Residential 10 ha Residences for Airport Crews 2nd Residential
200% / 60%
Marina 10 ha Seaport, marina, base for cruise N/A
Sewerage 15 ha Sewerage Facility, Recreation N/A
Others 150 ha Greenery, Beach, Seaport, Street, etc., N/A
Total 320 ha N/A N/A
3.2. History
Rinku Town, officially, South Osaka Bay Waterfront Area Development,
was originated in 1978, when the proposal of a new airport was becoming
concrete. Before 1978, the current site was selected and the airport was
decided to be constructed on filled land. In 1982, the Comprehensive Plan
designated this area as an international zone with the goals: "(1) to establish
an international zone with resort facilities targeting for domestic and
international market, and (2) to coexist with traditional fishery business."
In 1985, Osaka decided on 320 ha for its project site. In 1986, based on
the decision by the Cabinet, it formulated a policy: the Kansai International
Airport Related Regional Development Plan.
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45. BLR; Building to Land Ratio
Osaka also started the legal procedure for reclaiming land. It had to first
apply for permission to fill the Osaka Bay,46 whose procedure was regulated by
the Land Fill Law. 4 7 In the same year, the Land Use Committee was
established for creating the concept, land use, and the urban design of this site
with other professionals and planners.
In 1987, the land filling was approved, and the construction was started,
the first step towards completion. During late 1980s, the Japanese economy
was overheated, and the land speculation accelerated everywhere in Japan,
especially, in Tokyo and Osaka. Rinku Town was not the exception, and
targeted by numbers of developers. Urged by the peer pressure, developers and
keiretsu groups48 were more competitive than before to acquire a site at Rinku
Town, which was described as the "treasure island".49 They appealed with their
original proposals in order to show their enthusiasm for acquiring this project.
Most proposals showed a mixed use complex with high rise skyscrapers:
offices, retails, hotels, cultural uses, and amusements with higher FAR than
the original. Some proposals assumed a FAR of 600%-800% intentionally,60 in
order to make the projects financially feasible. In fact, their intention was to
persuade Osaka to raise FAR in order to make the project more profitable;51
Osaka was still wondering how large the optimal FAR should be. Osaka was in
a dilemma between economics and planning; if it decided on a lower FAR than
the developers expected, say 400%, these projects would become unfeasible,
forcing developers to give up. However, if it decided on a higher FAR, say 800%,
46. This legal procedure was necessary, because reclaiming means to create new publicly or
privately owned land in the place where a publicly owned sea existed, and by this creation,
part of the sea would disappear.
47. Nomura, Yasuhiko, 'Supporting System for the Formation of Urban Development
Projects', 1993
48. Company groups that have strong ties financially and traditionally. Most of them were
one fmancial combines before the W.W.I. Mitsu-bishi, Mitsui, Sumi-tomo are the examples.
49. Mai-nichi Shinbun, January, 1988
50. Interview by the author, June, 1994
51. Interview by the author, June, 1994
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such a high FAR would not match with the whole Kansai area, 52 and Osaka
would be exposed to the political criticism. Osaka had no alternative but to
designate FAR of 600% to have equilibrium.5 3
In July, 1988, the Guideline for Land Use for Rinku Town was presented,
showing the orientation of the bidding for the first time. It showed the idea of
the subdivision with its detailed land use and restrictions, and how to sell the
lots. Four blocks (30 ha), with 1-5 ha small lots, were planned to be sold for
commercial and business zone. Finally, 736 groups (total 2,018 companies) 5 4
registered for the first bidding; the original lots was 145 ha, however, the lots
demanded was five times larger, 721 ha.55 Especially, the commercial and
business zone was the most competitive, with 239 groups for 208 ha, in spite
of 30 ha for the original site. Most keiretsu groups applied, and this popularity
encouraged Osaka to believe the bullish demand without question.
In March, 1989, the Final Study Report was released, 440 groups (a
total of 2,395 companies) registered for the second bidding, which was too
many to select. Most keiretsu groups, such as Mitsui or Sumitomo, had an
equally high skill level in planning with their financial credibility,56 which made
it difficult for Osaka to select just by comparing proposals. Osaka had to
choose the winners by their name. It was also afraid that if it granted one
keiretsu group but refused another group, then its selection would adversely
affect the relationship with the refused group for future projects. Osaka didn't
want to injure their pride by declining their proposal.
52. The Kansai area has the maximum FAR 1000% in its CBD, and 800% nearby. However,
they are not large area.
53. In the application for land filling, Osaka assumed FAR 200% to estimate necessary
demand with comparing Narita airport area. Currently, surrounding Sen-shu area has FAR
200%.
54. Sankei Shinbun Newspaper, November 16, 1988
55. Nikkei Sangyo Shinbun Newspaper, December 16, 1988
56. Most of the groups were composed from developers, financial institutions, construction
companies, architects, tenants for hotels and department stores.
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As a solution, Osaka took the middle way; it persuaded them to join
together in order to decrease the losers as well as to have better proposals.57
Osaka would select a few prospective groups in each lot first, and afterwards,
urge them to join together. This solution seemed practical, and was believed to
be good for both parties. However, in a sense, Osaka was greedy too, because it
intended to take the strength of competing groups. The situation wasn't such
easy, and all keiretsu groups refused this idea, because it would be very clumsy
for these groups to share the same property for long with other keiretsu
groups. Traditionally, such groups have been strongly combined within the
same groups, and almost never joined in with other groups in any projects.
Moreover, they would not allow their decision making process confusing
afterwards within the development group; it would become much more difficult
and time-consuming.
In March, 1990, the candidates of the largest lots: Nippon Life Group
and Sumitomo Group, were announced to have agreed to join together. Their
compromise had impacts on other groups, and after this, the situation turned
out better; most groups began compromising one after another. On the other
hand, many teams dropped out by either joining in with other teams or giving
up during this process. Next month, the Bidding Rule was presented for the
final selection, showing the land price and FAR. Some groups, especially minor
groups, gave up the bidding, because of higher price than they expected, shown
in Table 3-1.
These compromising groups applied to this final bidding, as was intended
by the Osaka, and the winners were announced. Seven groups in the north side
and eight groups in the south were selected as the winners.
57. Nikkei Shinbun Newspaper, January, 9, 1990
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Table 3-1: Land Price in 1990
Average Most Expensive
Rinku Town JPY @/m2 1,387,000 JPY @/m2 1,530,000
Surrounding Area @/m2 275,000 @/m2 2,200,000
(Official Price)58  @/m2 620,000 @/m 2 1,340,000
@/m 2 780,000 @/m 2 850,000
Source: National Land Agency, Osaka,
In March, 1991, Osaka and the seven developer groups for the north
side made agreements of land for sale, and their completion date was set as
until 1996, earlier than the south side; the developers in the south side did not
have to sign the agreements at this time, for their late completion. In spite of
settling the agreement, Rinku Town turned out to be problematic, because the
economic situation had been worsening. Developers were confronting with
credit crunch, and wanted to postpone the agreement, insisting the
responsibility of Osaka for making their project teams dysfunctional. Osaka
was anxious to have the agreements, and took tough attitude, because Rinku
Town was about to be behind schedule. Seven winning groups paid 20% as the
down payment, proving their commitment in this project.
However, their strategy changed by the aggravating economy and tight
financial situations. In November 1991, all groups officially requested Osaka to
postpone Rinku Town, asking; 1) to postpone the schedule of agreement and
construction, 2) to depreciate land price, and 3) to moderate the financial
obligation for public facilities such as parking and canals. The reasons from the
developers were; a) the airport was behind schedule, and would open 18 months
later than was originally scheduled, which couldn't function fully as a magnet.
It couldn't stimulate infrastructure development enough in the surrounding
58. Official prices from the National Land Agency and Osaka. Their FAR range from 200% to
300%
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area, b) the construction cost rose, c) the tenant market shrunk drastically,
and d) companies collapsed financially.59
In December, 1992, Osaka agreed upon the cancellation of the groups
for the south side without any punishment,60 because legally no contract was
made with them. Instead, Osaka replaced the original plan with a new concept
of "Pacific City", which indicated a city open to the world, expecting
investments from Asian countries. 61 As for the north side, the problem was
still there, and both couldn't reach agreements; however, the airport was open.
At present, a few developments for public facilities and the Gate Tower
Building are under construction. In March, 1993, the surrounding three cities,
(Izumi-sano, Tajiri, and Sen-nan) were nationally designated as Foreign Access
Zone (FAZ), which the central government will support as a trading base to
enhance imports. In order to realize its new concept, Osaka established the
headquarters for inviting foreign investors, and has concentrated on inviting
international investors from abroad. In March, 1994, Osaka announced to
postpone the second payment ($120 million) from three groups of the north
side, indicating that the official opening of Rinku Town would be much behind
schedule, scheduled to start construction in 1994 and to open in 1997.
69. Asahi Shinbun Newspaper, November, 18, 1991
60. Nikkei Shinbun Newspaper, January 9, 1990
61. The vice representative of Taiwanese business economy in the Japan office stated that
their Japanese Economic Trade Growth Fund were prepared to invest $750 million on
Rinku Town to create a trade center with research and development facilities. Some groups
in Hong Kong were said to have started examining the possibility to invest their asset from
Hong Kong to Rinku, because they are afraid of the depreciation of their assets after 1997,
when Hong Kong will officially returned to China.
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3. 3. The Outline and Transition of the Master Plans
3.3. 1. Introduction
The master plan was changed several times with the original goal in the
application for land filling: "the goal of this project is (1) to support the
construction and operation of Kansai International Airport, (2) to provide
necessary facilities for the airport, (3) to improve the environment for the
region, and (4) to activate the local economy." Major modifications took place in
1986 and 1989, while shaping the final form of this project. These plans
configured the basic outlines of Rinku Town afterwards. This section will
describe these two master plans, and their backgrounds. Table 3-2 shows the
comparisons of these master plans.
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Table 3-2: Master Plan Transition
Date 1984 / 1985 1986 1989
Title Osaka Bay South Application for Land The Final Study Report
Waterfront Area Filling in South Osaka
Development Plan Bay
Purpose Announcement Land filling application Final Plan Outline
Author The Osaka Government The Osaka Government Land Use Committee
(Osaka Government)
Concept "Center for Industry and N/A "Interaction and High
Information" Amenity"
Area 350 ha 318.4 ha 320 ha
FAR N/A 200% assumed for 600%: Commercial
projection 300%, 200%: Industrial
Floor Area N/A N/A (18.1 ha for N/A
commercial zone)
Schedule same with airport N/A (1995 open)
Cost 500 billion yen 6 2  N/A 1,070 billion yen 6 3
Source: Osaka
Land Use (ha)
Date 1984/1984 1986 1989 T Bidding (1990)
Commercial 40 ha 30.1 ha 30 ha 27 ha
Redevelopment 60 0 0 0
Residences N/A 8.8 10 8
Airport related 55 86.6 10 13
Distribution 16 11.0 25 22
Factory N/A N/A 70 62
Marina 11 20.1 10 0
Access 75 60.5 0 0
Drainage 20 15.0 15 0
Park, Fishery 73 86.3 150 0
(Total) 350 ha 318.6 ha 320 ha 132 ha
Source: Osaka
62. Interview by the author
63. Land cost and building cost of developers.; Mitsuaki Tsutsui et al: 'Osaka Bay network',
Jutaku-Shin-Po-sha, 1991
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3. 3. 2. Transitions of the master plans
The planning sites and original land use were presented for the first time
in 1984. Based on this plan, the planning sites became official. In 1986, the
master plan in the application for land filling, presented the borders of
reclaimed land; this extraordinary shape indicated the compromise of the
political negotiation between Osaka and these cities, regarding their trade off:
the noise pollution and tax revenue for compensation. In addition, the borders
decided the future tax revenue from this site, among the neighboring three local
cities.64 This master plan presented the land use with the projection, which
designated the basic outline of this project. Three years later, the Final Report,
a detailed conceptual master plan was open, with the concept of several core
blocks; the center of this area was divided into four blocks with each use. The
Basic Rule was also presented to endorse the Final Report, showing the
subdivision of lots in each block for sale in the bidding. Then, Osaka designated
FAR, which was lower than what the private developers expected.
Behind these transitions, there were both political and financial issues
between the public and private sectors; the original plan intended low-rising,
industrial developments in order to support the airport functions, however,
Osaka created a high-rising, urban development to improve the airport
commercially. That was because the developers strongly urged Osaka to utilize
this site for the commercial use, and Osaka believed their bullish opinions
against the market.
3. 3. 2. a. The Master Plan in the Application for Land Filling (1986)
This master plan was to get approval for filling land. It was important in
that it determined the scale, development area, and the original physical plan
64.The City of Tajiri, Sen-nan, and Izumi-sano.
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without any pressures from the commercial and political needs. Most critically,
this approval from the central government became absolute, and have been
restricting Rinku Town afterwards: the land use could never be modified, even
though the economic environment changed.
Osaka must petition to get approval from several competent authorities
of two statutes, providing the provisions of reclaiming in Osaka Bay: the Law
for Land Filling of Publicly Owned Sea (Landfill Law) enacted in 1920, and the
Law for Reservation of the Environment in Seto-Uchi Bay (Seto-Uchi Law)
enacted in 1973.65 Table 3-3 shows the summary of these two laws.
Table 3-3: Landfill Law and Seto-Uchi Law
Year | Ministry Purpose_| Impacts on Rinku Town
Landfill Law 1920 Construction, Approval for Scale, shape of land,
Transport, filling land Restricted Use,
Environment Developmental area,
Seto-Uchi Law 1973 Environment Preservation of Scale, shape of land,
Seto-Uchi bay Restricted Use,
Preservation of the
Environment
Source: 'Theory of Waterfront Development', Kobe Toshi Mondai Kenkyu-sho
The Landfill Law was enacted to require approval for filling land into the
public waterfront. This law is one of the few laws in the world that regulated
the legal process for the creation of filling land.66 According to this law, only the
public sectors can be qualified to become the developers if such land is planned
for sale, 67 because the national government must prohibit developers from
earning profit unfairly from the sale of filled land, and also prevent the
speculation. Once the developers are permitted, they are granted an exclusive
66.The Ministry of Construction, the Ministry of Transport, and the Environment Agency rule
for the Landfill Law, and the Environment Agency rules for the Seto-Uchi law.
66. Doboku-Gakkai, Doboku Hand Book II
67. Nomura, Yasuhiko, 'Supporting System for the Formation of Urban development
Projects', 1993
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ownership of that property. In this case, petitions have to be permitted by the
central government; the Ministry of Construction, Ministry of Transport, and
Environment Agency.
The Seto-Uchi Law was enacted in 1973 to preserve the environment of
Seto-Uchi Bay under the administration of Environmental Agency; Seto-Uchi
Bay is described as "so rich in fishes, and its natural landscape is so beautiful
that the natural environment should be preserved for the goods of the future
generations."68 Its purpose was to prevent this bay from pollution; developers
need approval by the Environment Agency, as well as from the governors for
their land filling, in order to preserve the environment. It noted; "the director of
the Environmental Agency can give the recommendations to governors, which
are important to make developers observe this statute in order to preserve the
Seto-Uchi Bay." In other words, the governors need to ask the Environmental
Agency whenever the local public sectors plan to fill land here. Practically, this
legal system doesn't give the governors the initiative of land filling, and the final
decision is made by the Environmental Agency.
To petition for land filling as a first step, Osaka had to create future land
use of the site with taking care of preservation, public spaces, public facilities,
and disaster prevention. Table 3-4 shows the original land use in a commercial
zone in this application, indicating the original goal of this project. This
projection was done with FAR 200% for the necessary demands. 69 This FAR
also implies the original scale of Rinku Town and the purpose of Osaka, which
was much smaller than as Osaka planned later. The original plan was meant
68. Seto-Uchi Law, Chapter 2, section 3
69. Osaka took FAR 200% from the comparisons with the FAR of hotels in the Tokyo
International Airport (Narita) area and those FAR in the Kansai area. In addition, FAR of
the surrounding area at present is FAR 200% with the designation as the mixed industrial
zone. FAR of the center of the Rinku Town is 600%. For example, the total area of hotel was
estimated from the numbers of air flights, number of attendees, percentage of their stay,
percentage of moving to downtown, and average area of a room.
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more for the industrial and airport-related use but less for the commercial use,
and that the commercial use was restricted for minimum necessity; hotels,
retail shops, and offices; residential uses were not allowed here, because "there
are plenty of land in the hinterland, and the precious waterfront can not be
used for that purpose."70
Table 3-4: Original Land Use (for Commercial Zone only)
Land Use Land Area Floor Area Reference
Hotel 62,000 m2  124,000 m2  1,391 rooms: 1,947 people
Parking Lots 79 000 m2  N/A 2,260 lots
Office (Parking) 55,000 m2  N/A 1,995 cars
Office 40,000 m2  56,740 m2  estimated area only
Public Office 13,000 m2  N/A 10% of commercial use area
Retail 25,000 m2  9,853 m2  retail convenience shop
Streets 27,000 m 2  N/A
(Total) 301,000 m 2  180,740 m2
Residences 88,000 m 2  73,040 m2  1,000 units: 2,600 people
Source: 'Application for Land Filling' Osaka
These two laws had critical impacts on the planning of Rinku Town,
which determined its fate; even though the economic environment changed,
this decisions by the central governments could not be modified.
3. 3. 2. b. The Final Study Report (1989)
This report was created by the Land Use Committee, which had worked
on the master plan in 1986. It positioned Rinku Town as a core project in the
concept of the "Rinku Toshi Ken Koso (Sky Front Cities)"71, which included the
major Kansai cities of Osaka, Kobe, and Kyoto. This plan intended to develop
the Kansai area as the central cities of the western Japan, Asia, and the
70. Interview by the author
71. The Osaka Government, 'Rinku-Toshi-Ken-Koso', March 1989, translated by the author.
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Pacific Rim, by connecting them with foreign cities as well as the domestic
areas. It states that "there were several projects in the US and EU, which are
adjacent to the airports and are developed together with the airport; however,
there were none that would also attempt to enhance greater region around the
airport, as well as the neighboring sites and the hinterlands. Rinku Town is the
one with such a concept." Along this purpose, this report presented, physical
planning, land use, and development organization in detail with its concept of
"Interaction and High Amenity".72
This report became the basis for the bidding; however, this plan seemed
to involve fundamental problems: scale, land use, physical planning,
construction schedule, and infrastructure, some of which were rooted in the
original master plan in 1986.
The basic concept expanded and embodied from the original "Interaction
and the High Amenity", are these; a) in order to realize an international
interactive city, the international business and commercial zone should be
created for the multi-national enterprises and the visitors, b) Rinku Town
should coexist with and revitalize the surrounding areas, and encourage
redevelopment of the former industrial sites to improve them, c) public-private
partnership are highly motivated for completing Rinku Town: planning,
construction, operation, and management.
This report suggested block type developments, settling core facilities
with parcel developments. Table 3-5 shows the use of these center blocks
without the allocation of each use, causing the future overflow of the
commercial spaces.
72. Translated directly from Japanese
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Table 3-5: Blocks and Land Use
Block# Area (ha)I Land Use
Block 1 7.1 Core facility (Business Core), Office, Hotel, and Medical Facility
Block 2 1.8 Private and Public Office for the government, Distribution Business
Block 3 7.7 Core facility (Culture Core), Hotel, Retail, Culture, and Amusement
Block 4 8.4 Hotel, Retail, and the Power plant
Source: 'Final Study Report', Osaka
This report noted that the commercial zone is "developed with the
several blocks with core facilities in the center and small various uses". The
core facilities were suggested as "business core" and "culture core", in order to
become the center of Rinku Town. Business core would be for the international
business base from the world: offices, exhibition halls, convention hotels, and
information centers. It was also expected to become the leading project in
Rinku Town, enticing other developments. Culture core would be more life-
oriented facilities of retail shops, offices, hotels, and the amusements, targeting
the visitors and the local residents in the Kansai area. "Apparel Town",
"International Town", "Culture and Hobby Town", "The Amusement and The
Entertainment"73 were the concepts the planners expected here.
Table 3-6: Zoning and the Official Cit Planning
Area Official Zoning L -FAR B
Commercial Commercial Zone 600% 80%
Distribution, Manufacturing, Mixed Industrial Zone 300% 60%Production_________ _______ ____
Residential Second Residential Zone 200% 60%
Airport Related Facilities Mixed Industrial Zone 300% 60%
Factory Mixed Industrial Zone 300% 60%
Industrial Zone 200% 60%
Source: the Osaka City Planning Counsel
73. Details of these plans were not shown in this plan.
74. Building Area to Area Ratio
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Table 3-6 shows the designation of FAR and the zoning by the Osaka
City Planning Counsel. It designated Rinku Town as FAR 600% zone, higher
than the neighborhood area with FAR 200%. If compared with the center of
Osaka, it still seems high density, because even the central business district
and the commercial area have the maximum FAR of 1000% and 800%.
The targeted completion date was set at the opening of the airport by
the agreement with developers. Other restrictions were added to this
agreement in order to prevent the land from the speculation. More restrictions
were: 1) to resale the lots or to use them for other uses than designated were
prohibited for ten years, 2) developers must complete their buildings and begin
operation in three years after the contract, and 3) they must observe the
architectural agreement, effective more than 20 years, and other agreements.
Seemingly, these restrictions were helpful. However, they would again cause
other problems of tight development schedule, and no supply control in the
market.
The developers had other obligations of completing the fundamental
infrastructure systems, even though it is very unusual for the public sectors to
obligate the developers to create such facility. For example, the canal systems
and the pedestrian decks must be constructed at their expenses in exchange of
granting the right to purchase the properties in order to guarantee the spaces
for pedestrians and the parking lots. The original intention was to secure
comfortable and active open spaces for pedestrians, while enhancing their
circulation smoother and more convenient. Reportedly, the cities that had this
type of two story level in a large scale is rare in the world. 75 Generally, in order
to preserve the landscape, it is usual for the developers to be equipped with
minimum public but individual utilities such as greenery or entrance roads in
75. Sankei Shinbun Newspaper, September 5, 1989
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their lots at their expense. In this sense, this obligation of developers might
reflect the bullish attitude of the Osaka against the developers. 76
For functional decision-making and communication between the public
and private sectors, three development committees were established: 1)
Wiseman Committee, 2) Public and Private Development Committee (Rinku
Center), and 3) Town Meeting. Table 3-7 shows the members and the role of
each committee.
Table 3-7: The Role of each Committee
Name Members | Role
Wiseman Committee various Advise
(advisory stuffs from the public, the Kansai
economy, the residents group, and university)
Committee for Creating public sectors Operation and maintenance of infrastructure,
Rinku Town private sectors public spaces, public parking.
to hold events, promotion
Town Meeting private sectors To discuss problems between the owners.
To make architectural and green agreements.
Source: 'The Final Report', Osaka
This report showed the detail of physical planning and the management
for actualizing Rinku Town. However, this plan expanded the fundamental
problems that were rooted in the original master plan in 1986.
76. Sankei Shinbun Newspaper, September 5, 1989
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Chapter 4: Analysis of Rinku Town
4. 1. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze Rinku Town in order to find out
why it was not successful. Was it because of the economic crash alone as it
was generally believed? What lessons does the experience of Rinku Town give
us about future projects? Are the things that happened to Rinku Town
common to all other Japanese large-scale projects? By examining this project
and comparing it to other projects, some conclusions are made.
As the methodology for analysis, interviews were held first to record the
actual opinions of those have been working on this project. The questions in the
interviews were chiefly based on the pre-research of the public information and
disclosed data. Based on these questions, the critical points, which many of the
interviewees noted were further focused upon.
From these researches, it is inferred that the collapse of this project is
attributed to several factors; the market crash, physical planning, and the
actualization or management. The market crash caused the developers to
become financially aggravated, and discouraged them from further investing in
the project. The physical planning and its process of Rinku Town was the
second potential reason, because this oversupply indicates the optimistic
projection by planners, and fundamental problems in the decision of FAR and
allocation of land use. Moreover, the actualization of the project, or the manner
in which Rinku Town was operated, should be focused upon, because even with
the best physical planning and the best management, problems may occur in
the operation afterwards. The next section summarizes the interviews.
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4.2. Summary of Interviews
The results of these interviews indicate several interesting points. First,
all of those interviewed agreed that these three reasons led to the failure of
Rinku Town. Overall, many interviewees pointed out that the economic crash
was the most critical. As for the physical planning, they noted the lack of
urban planning policy or appropriate guidance to developer groups, stating that
no planning or organization to actualize the project existed. The immature
leadership of Osaka and its poor management were also pointed out as
problems; the worst strategic mistake was to force the keiretsu groups to join
together, which was repeatedly noted by the interviewees.
These interviews revealed the existence of bureaucratic restrictions
from the central government, and technical problems of construction and its
schedule. Finally, the interviewees agreed upon the fundamental problems
lying in governmental system; that is, Osaka actually could not make the final
decision of the master plan, FAR, and land use. Major comments are
summarized in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: Major Questions and Answers in the interview
Private Sectors Public Sectors / Planners
1) Location
Poor accessibility. Seemed attractive then.
2) Reasons of failure ?
The crash was the worst reason. Osaka believed developers too much.
This land should be sold to the corporate No master programs for actualization.
users, not the developers.
3) The Crash
a) Tenant
Few groups had tenants actually. 7 jOsaka believed the developers' projection.
b) Land Price
Very expensive. Calculated by discounting future value.
Osaka tried to sell high. More expensive than similar projects like
I Makuhari.
4) Planning & Urban Design
a) Guidance
There was no guidance by Osaka.
b) Scale
Oversupply. 30 ha was too much. Osaka asked developers about the scale.
c) FAR
Developers expected 600%800%. 600% was set as a sub center.
To decrease land price, FAR was set 600%;
if 400%, it was expensive.
d) Magnet
Developers expected the airport too much. Osaka didn't want stadiums.
Osaka couldn't invite the magnets of Theme park was impossible, because of the
Convention, Arena, and Stadium. restrictions.
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e) Urban Design
Private Sectors Public Sectors / Planners
No developers questioned total plan. Osaka tried not to disturb developers'
This planning is not sophisticated. creativity by pushing restrictions.
Developers' proposals showed similar uses. The master plan of the landfill applications
There were many technical problems, which couldn't change.
developers can't meet the restrictions. The planners were chosen politically.
f) Construction
Many technically impossible constructions. Difficult construction from the sea.
:Difficult to complete all projects together as
scheduled. Some are difficult to get approval.
h) Lega Restrictions
Many legal restrictions. Strict restrictions by the central government.
5) Management
Osaka believed developers too much. Osaka believed developers too much.
No penalty for cancellation.
Unclear decision making.
Inconsistent opinions from Osaka. J
a) Osaka's Strategy to Developers
Osaka couldn't direct Groups. Osaka forced the companies to join together,
Each Grou didn't work well at all. making the grups unable to function.
b) Public Private Partnership
No initiatives of Osaka. Strong restrictions Osaka showed slow decision making.
from the central government.
c) Town Meeting
None. Did not work
6) But for the crash, how the Rinku Town would be?
It may be possible to complete buildings, Poor Tenants.
but difficult to find tenants.
Poor marketing for retails.
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4. 3. Analysis of the Market Crash
This section analyzes the impact of the economic crash on Rinku Town:
the direct impacts on (1) the real estate industry, (2) developers or individual
corporations that worked as developers, and (3) the profitability of projects.
The first two sections will examine the changes of sales and profit in order to
observe the impact of the crash. In addition, the analysis will explore whether
or not the developers were financially able to take on the projects. The last
section will discuss the profitability of projects by using a simple model for
feasibility study. Finally, the impact of the crash on Rinku Town would be
found; (a) the developers collapsed, (b) the projects became unfeasible, or (c)
both of (a) and (b).
4. 3. 1. The Impact on the Real Estate Industry and Developers
The impact on real estate industry is observed by the annual changes of
sales, and the profit. Originally, this industry shows a rather rapid growth from
1986 to 1988, during the rising Bubble period.77
4.3. 1. a. Real Estate Industry
i) Sales
As shown in Table 4-2, the sales in the real estate industry have been
fluctuating since 1990. Few industries showed the negative increase of sales in
this period in the same way that the real estate industry did. The sales of all
industries and of the other major industries, construction and electricity,
increased in 1991; however, the real estate industry suffered a drop of 9.4%.78
77. 31.9% annual increase of sales from 1986 to 1988. 6.4% from 1984 to 1986.
78. Construction 13.3%, Electricity 4.9%, Steel -3.2%.
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Table 4-2 :Sales of Real Estate Industry, and Other Industries (Trillion Yen)
Industry Name 1988 . 1989 1 1990 | 1991
Real Estate Industry 40.0 39.0 41.5 37.6
(Annual Increase %) 23.5% -2.4% 6.4% -9.4%
Non Manufacturing 914.7 919.3 1019.6 1050.1
(Increase %) 15.6% 0.5% 10.9% 3.0%
All Industries 1271.7 1307.9 1428.2 1474.8
(Increase %) 13.9% 2.8% 9.2% 3.3%
Source: Ministry of Finance, Mitsui Real Estate
Table 4-3: Profits of Real Estate Industry, and Other Industries (Trillion Yen)
Industry Name 1988 1 1989 1990 1991
Real Estate Industry 1.7 2.1 1.3 -0.5
(Increase %) 15.6% 21.2% -38.0% N/A
Non Manufacturing 19.7 20.7 20.6 19.0
(Increase %) 26.2% 5.0% -0.5% -7.8%
All Industries 35.9 38.9 38.1 33.6
(Increase %) 29.6% 8.3% -2.0% -11.8%
Source: Ministry of Finance, Mitsui Real Estate
ii) Profit (Before Tax)
Table 4-3 shows the profit before the income tax of the industries,
indicating that keener sensitivity to the economic change of the profit than of
the sales. In addition, the real estate industry is found more vulnerable to
economic fluctuations than the other industries, and its profit became a loss in
1991.
4.3. 1. b. The Developers
The impacts on developers and other companies depend on the nature of
their businesses, which vary. In order to determine developers' ability to
complete projects, the four largest developers are examined, all of which won
this bidding and had development sites in Rinku Town.
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i) Total sales
Total sales in Table 4-4 include the sales of their properties and the
lease of commercial spaces.79 Total sales showed a rapid increase from the late
1980s even to the 1990s, and the impacts from the crash can not be observed
here. After the crash, the sales did not decrease; therefore, presumably,
developers attempted to shift their investments from leasing to selling
properties, in order to substitute their losses, especially with the sale of the
apartments. Out of these, the sales of three developers, Mitsui, Sumitomo, and
Tokyu, fluctuated sharply, all of which have more sales than leasing: about
18-36% of the revenue is from the leasing, as Table 4-5 shows. Mitsubishi was
structurally an exception, 80 and its sales have not fluctuated. These examples
indicate that the total sales are more vulnerable by the property sales than
the leasing market.
Table 4-4: Sales of the Largest Developers (Billion Yen)
Company Name j 1989 1 1990 1 1991 1 1992 | 1993
Mitsui Real Estate 469.9 604.2 738.3 881.3 838.4
(Increase %) 28.58% 22.19% 19.37% -4.87%
Mitsubishi Real Estate 274.4 314.9 338.4 345.5 349.0
(Increase %) 14.76% 7.46% 2.10% 1.01%
Sumitomo Real Estate 145.8 161.9 187.2 223.2 317.1
(Increase %) 11.04% 15.63% 19.23% 42.07%
Tokyu. Real Estate 155.3 88.6 230.9 257.9 257.9
(Increase %) -42.95% 160.61% 11.69% 0.00%
Source: Annual Report, Mitsui Real Estate
79. It includes commercial spaces: offices, residences, retails, and hotels.
80. Mitsubishi is the largest owner of the buildings in the central business district in Tokyo,
and its revenue from this area occupies a large portion of it.
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Table 4-5: Sales Structure in 1993 (Billion Yen)
Company Name Sales Lease Sales/Total Lease/Total
Mitsui Real Estate 442.3 253.3 63.6% 36.4%
Mitsubishi Real Estate 67.2 222.8 23.2% 76.8%
Sumitomo Real Estate 195.3 111.8 63.6% 36.4%
Tokyu Real Estate 190.9 42.3 81.9% 18.1%
Source: Annual Report, Mitsui Real Estate
Table 4-6: Profit Before Tax (Billion Yen)
Company 1989 1990 1991 |T 1992 1993 Chne_ 1
Mitsui 45.6 52.7 57.3 46.2 25.8
(Increase %) 15.57% 8.73% -19.37% -44.16% -21.2%
Mitsubishi 76.3 85.4 89.9 90.2 70.7
(Increase %) 11.93% 5.27% 0.33% -21.62% -6.1%
Sumitomo 29.8 34.3 36.4 25.2 11.9
(Increase %) 15.10% 6.12% -30.77% -52.78% -29.7%
Tokyu. 6.2 3.9 8.4 7.2 6.6
(Increase %) -37.10% 115.38% -14.29% -8.33% -11.4%82
Source: Annual Report, Mitsui Real Estate
Table 4-7: Profit to Sales Ratio of Developers
Company Name j 1989 1990 1991 1992 | 1993
Mitsui Real Estate 9.70% 8.72% 7.76% 5.24% 3.08%
Mitsubishi Real Estate 27.81% 27.12% 26.6% 26.1% 20.3%
Sumitomo Real Estate 20.44% 21.19% 19.4% 11.3% 3.75%
Tokyu Real Estate 3.99% 4.40% 3.64% 2.79% 2.56%
Calculated by Author
ii) Profit Before Tax
This data shows the trend after the crash clearly: all developers show
significant decrease in their profit. Especially, the profit of Mitsui decreased by
55%, and Sumitomo by 67% in two years. (Table 4-6)
81. Compounded increase from 1990 to 1993, annum.
82. From 1991 to 1993
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iii) Profit to Sales Ratio (Profit/Sales)
This ratio reflects the change of the profitability accurately, and their
return shrank. Sumitomo shows the worst decline. (Table 4-7)
iv) Other developers83
As shown in the Table 4-8 below, net income of all the corporations that
won the bidding was financially aggravated immediately after the crash, and
this result urged them to retreat from the project. Especially, the life insurance
companies and the retail department stores showed the worst decrease.
Table 4-8: Net Income 8 4 of the Developers (Billion Yen)
Company Name 1989 J 1990 1 1991 1992 1993 change
Nippon Life 953,088 966,030 7117 11,520 270,782 -34.6%
Sumitomo Life 557,087 529,680 367,718 285086 199,226 -27.8%
Taka-Shima-Ya 18,103 19,541 20,274 13,353 4,926 -36.8%
Department
Royal Hotel 3,696 4,19 5,161 5,165 2,628 -14.2%
Source: Annual Report, Toyo Keizai
v) Conclusion
These data imply that real estate industry responded more sensitively
to the crash in the early 1990s, and suffered stronger impacts than non-
manufacturing industries did. One reason for this vulnerability was because of
its business nature: real estate industry is highly leveraged, and is easily
affected by the change of the interest rate. The businesses of major developers
were falling down rapidly, and such decline was serious enough to discourage
their investment; however, the reason why these developers gave up investing
in Rinku Town was due to a loosening tenant market. (Developers were still
83. All these companies listed in the Table won the bidding in Rinku Town as major
developers of their groups.
84. The definition of this term is different by the industry. Here, the current surplus is used
for life insurance company.
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producing profits from main businesses and were not in danger of bankruptcy).
They might also have been overly conscious of other rival companies that were
to retreat from this project. 85
The other hidden reason was the government policy of the restriction of
loans targeting real estate industry, causing their credit crunch. The impacts
of this restriction may also can be found; it discouraged the developers from
investing in real estate, and has triggered the depression of the Japanese
economy.
4. 3. 2. The Impacts on Tenant Market in the Osaka Area
In this section, the office market in the Osaka area is analyzed, which
represents the economic cycle accurately.
i) Stock, Supply, and Demand of office space (Chart 4-A / Chart 4-B)
Stock of office space in the Osaka city area 86 has been growing
constantly. From 1975 to 1992, the market grew from 12.9 million m 2 (1,291
ha) to 24.9 million m2 (2,491 ha) with the average increase of 4.8%. This
increase after the crash is because these buildings, which started construction
in the late 1980s, had been completed one by one. Expectedly, this increase will
continue for a few years, but will cease afterwards. 87 The annual change
shows more distinctive impact from the crash; after 1990, given the impacts,
the demand decreased suddenly; the annual demand and supply became equal
85. Generally, Japanese companies are overly conscious of other rival companies, and they
will not often do anything radical or extreme, but remain conservative to keep the pace with
others. For example, if peers gave up a project, then others will follow them.
86. The Osaka city area indicates the area of the municipal border of the city of Osaka,
surrounded by the mixed industrial and dense residential area. The office market data of
these areas doesn't exist, however it is not wrong to expect that the office data of the Osaka
city area could represent the central Kansai market.
87. Nippon Life Insurance (NLI) Research. If compared with the stock of spaces in the Tokyo
area (5,105.3 ha in 1990), the Osaka area is almost half the size (2,248.6 ha), and the
growth rate from 1987 to 1992 is 25.0%, 8.7% smaller than Tokyo. If the market size is
defined as rent*occupied spaces, then Tokyo is more than six times as large as Osaka;
Tokyo has 4,165 billion yen market, and Osaka has 663 billion yen market.
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in 1991, then, the demand in 1992 became less than supply, one third of the
peak level in 1990.
ii) Rent 88 (Chart 4-C / Chart 4-D)
The rent had increased from 1988 to 1992 with the average increase of
17.2%; however, it decreased 17.2% in 1993, and became almost equal level in
1990. Moreover, the gap between the market rent and the agreed rent between
developers and tenants has become wider: from 0% to 10% ~ 20%, therefore,
the actual rent that the tenants must pay is less than in 1990. This trend can
be observed both in the central business district in the north and the
commercial area in the south. The rent near Rinku Town is @/m2 3,500 yen, 89
almost one half of what developers expected in 1990.90
iii) Vacancy Rate (Chart 4-E)
The vacancy rate fell down to less than 1% in 1991, reflecting the
extraordinary tight market. In 1993, it showed a 4.8% leap, equal to the
surplus of 440 thousand m2 office space and 1.5 times as large as the annual
increase of demand.91 As Table 4-9 shows, the newly completed buildings show
higher vacancy rate than the total market, and this trend is clear in large scale
buildings; it suggests the high vacancy of Rinku Town with mostly large scale
developments.
88. The rent for newly completed buildings. The rent that are agreed with developers and
tenants tend to be lower; 80%~90% of this rent.
89. Sumitomo Building, 1994
90. Interviews by the author
91. Total supply of the commercial space of Rinku Town will be about 160 ha, including
retails and hotels. The annual increase of office space demand in the Osaka area was 29 ha
from 1992 to 1993.
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Table 4-9: Vacancy Rate by the Scale of New Buildings
Criteria Completion Year 1992 { 1993
Small (-3,000 m 2 ) Supply (M2) 117,622 88,009
Vacancy Rate 21.0% 48.2%
Middle (~10,000 m 2 ) Supply (M2) 136,914 111,323
Vacancy Rate 15.1% 36.3%
Large (10,000 M2-) Supply (M2 ) 128,145 95,432
Vacancy Rate 6.2% 56.2%
Source: Ikoma Data Service System (IDSS)
iv) Conclusion
These findings proved the fallen tenant market after the crash. This is
because of the oversupply, the falling rent, and the rising vacancy rate,
especially for new buildings. Moreover, the economic impacts from the airport,
which developers overly expected, are not observed so far. The tenant market
in Rinku Town would be looser than the downtown area, with its limited
demand and the poor location.
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Chart 4-A: Increase of Office Space (Total Stock)
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Chart 4-B: Demand and Supply in Osaka
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Chart 4-C: Rent of the Osaka area
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Chart 4-D: Rent of the Osaka area
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Chart 4-E: Vacancy Rate
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4. 3. 3. The Feasibility of Rinku Town
The purpose of this section is to examine the financial possibility of
Rinku Town before and after the crash with the feasibility study of a simple
simulation model. As a model case, Rinku Gate Tower Building was used.
The Outline of Gate Tower Building (North)
Official Name Rinku Gate Tower Building (North)
Owner The Osaka Government
Land Area 16,870 m2
Floor Area 108,689 m2
Height, Floors 255.3 m, 56 Floors, 2 Basements
Total Cost Unknown
(Land Cost) (25,800 million yen)
(Official Schedule) (August, 1996)
4. 3. 3. 1. Conclusion of Feasibility Study
The feasibility study in Table 4-10 reveals that the original profitability
before the crash was not so promising, because of the financial structure of
this model project; annual return (rent) did not reflect the initial capital
investment of land acquisition and construction cost of the land. It became
feasible only when developers expected high appreciation, which was possible
only in the past when land myth was still alive. To expect high appreciation in
the long run, or to expect larger capital gain, was crucial for developers to cover
their investment. In this sense, Rinku Town was a typical bubble project,
where the market price of land was much higher than what it actually can
earn. This aggravating profitability forced the developers to give up Rinku
Town. (assumptions are shown in Chart 4-F.)
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Table 4-10: The Profitability9 2
Assumptions | Before the Crash After the Crash
Land Price @/m2 1,530,000 @/m2 1,530,000
Construction @/m2 450,000 @/m2 450,000
Interest Rate93  7.6% (July. 1990) 4.8% (Sep. 1993)
Rent (maximum) @/m2 7,000 yen/month @/m2 3,500 yen/month
Return: IRR (20 years)
Land Appreciation (%)* 0% 3% 5% 7% 9% 12.6%*
1990 0.88% 2.20% 3.26% 4.46% 5.78% 8.35%
1993 N/A N/A N/A 0.67% 2.43% 5.68%
*Average land increase of the Osaka area from 1987 to 1993 is 12.6% compounded annually.
(official price by National Land Agency)
4. 3. 4. Conclusion of the Analysis of the Market Crash
This analysis found that the crash was damaging to the developers as
well as to the projects; the crash made developers aggravated financially, the
market collapsed, and the feasibility of projects impossible.
Even though the airport opened, its impact was not so strong to
enhance the demands for commercial spaces. At least, a strong recover of
demand in Rinku Town could not be observed; Rinku Town warns that the
project based on the optimistic expectation to the airport would be fragile for
the economic fluctuations.
92. These assumptions are based on the interviews, "Fudo-San Business no Sozo"; Mitsui
Real Estate, 1988, and "Toshi-Kenchiku-Kikaku-Kaihatsu-Manual"; Kenchiku-Chishiki,
1991
93. Long term interest rate
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Chart 4-F: Gate Tower Building Simulation
Assumptions:
(Criteria) (*Thousand yen/n2) (Criteria) (**m2)
Land cost* 1,530 Land Area** 17,000
Building Cost* 450 Building Areas* 108,689
Rent: Office 3.5
Rent: Hotel 0 Office Areas** 108,689
Deposit (Month Rent) 24
Rent Increase 8.00% Hotel Areas** 0
Rent Increase 2 years Rentable 65.00%
Interest Rate 4.80%
Land Tax 1.7%*Land Cost NPV
Property Tax 1.7%*80%*Building Cost IRR (20 years) 5.68%
Office Tax 600*Total area
Maintenance 2,350/m2/annum Appreciation% 12.60%
Insurance 6%*Building Cost Resale Value: Remaining Book Value
Depreciation 30 Years Straight Line
Salvage Value 10% of Building Cost_
Before the Crash (interest rate 7.6%)
Appreciation IRR
0.00% 0.88%
3.00% 2.20%
5.00% 3.26%
7.00% 4.46%
9.00% 5.78%
12.60% 8.35%
After the Crash (interest rate 4.8%)
Appreciation IRR
0.00% N/A
3.00% N/A
5.00% N/A
7.00% 0.67%
9.00% 2.43%
12.60% 5.68%
*1000 yen
Revenue:
Expenses-
NetIncome:
Corporate Tax
Earning after Tax
Cumulated Loss
Cash Flow After Tax
Deposit from Tenants
Loan Amount
Land Cost
Building Cost
Loan Payment
Surplus
Current Loan Amount
CFAfterTax + Salvage
1995 1996
Rents from Office
Rents from Hotel
Other
(Total Revenues)
Real Estate'Taxes
Property Tax
Operating Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance
(Total Expenses)
Interest Expense
(Total Others)
$5,934,441
$74,985,444
$26,010,000
$48,910,230
$0
$69,051,002
($69,051,002)
$2,967,221
$0
$0
$2,967,221
$442,170
$582,032
$255,420
$1,467,307
$293,461
$3,040,390
$3,314,448
$3,314,448
($3,387,618)
$0
($3,387,618)
($3,387,618)
$2,967,221
$0
$0
$2,967,221
$442,170
$582,032
$255,420
$1,467,307
$293,461
$3,040,390
$3,406,623
$3,406,623
($3,479,793)
$0
($3,479,793)
($6,867,410)
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
$3,204,598
$0
$0
$3,204,598
$442,170
$582,032
$255,420
$1,467,307
$293,461
$3,040,390
$3,503,222
$3,503,222
($3,339,014)
$0
($3,339,014)
($10,206,424)
$3,204,598
$0
$0
$3,204,598
$442,170
$582,032
$255,420
$1,467,307
$293,461
$3,040,390
$3,593,064
$3,593,064
($3,428,856)
$0
($3,428,856)
($13,635,280)
$3,460,966
$0
$0
$3,460,966
$442,170
$582,032
$255,420
$1,467,307
$293,461
$3,040,390
$3,687,219
$3,687,219
($3,266,643)
$0
($3,266,643)
($16,901,923)
$3,460,966
$0
$0
$3,460,966
$442,170
$582,032
$255,420
$1,467,307
$293,461
$3,040,390
$3,773,587
$3,773,587
($3,353,011)
$0
($3,353,011)
($20,254,934)
$3,737,843
$0
$0
$3,737,843
$442,170
$582,032
$255,420
$1,467,307
$293,461
$3,040,390
$3,864,101
$3,864,101
($3,166,647)
$0
($3,166,647)
($23,421,581)
$3,737,843
$0
$0
$3,737,843
$442,170
$582,032
$255,420
$1,467,307
$293,461
$3,040,390
$3,945,669
$3,945,669
($3,248,216)
$0
($3,248,216)
($26,669,797)
$4,036,871
$0
$0
$4,036,871
$442,170
$582,032
$255,420
$1,467,307
$293,461
$3,040,390
$4,031,153
$4,031,153
($3,034,672)
$0
($3,034,672)
($29,704,468)
$4,036,871
$0
$0
$4,036,871
$442,170
$582,032
$255,420
$1,467,307
$293,461
$3,040,390
$4,106,386
$4,106,386
($3,109,906)
$0
($3,109,905)
($32,814,374)
($1,920,311) ($2,012,486) ($1,871,707) ($1,961,549) ($1,799,336) ($1,885,704) ($1,699,340) ($1,780,909) ($1,567,365) ($1,642,598)
($1,920,311) ($2,012,486) ($1,871,707) ($1,961,549) ($1,799,336) ($1,885,704) ($1,699,340) ($1,780,909) ($1,567,365) ($1,642,598)
$0
$70,971,313
($1,920,311)
$0
$72,983,799
($2,012,486)
$0
$74,855,506
($1,871,707)
$0
$76,817,055
($1,961,549)
$0
$78,616,391
($1,799,336)
$0
$80,502,095
($1,885,704)
$0
$82,201,435
($1,699,340)
$0
$83,982,344
($1,780,909)
$0
$85,549,709
($1,567,365)
$0
$87,192,307
($1,642,598)
4.4. Analysis of the Physical Planning
This section will analyze Rinku Town in terms of physical planning. It
will focus on these key factors: site area, land use, building use, magnet
facilities, and the guidelines for urban design, all of which the interviewees
pointed out as serious problems for breakdown of this project.
4. 4. 1. Analysis
4.4. 1. a. Land Use / Site Area
The first problem of land use in Rinku Town was that Osaka had to use
the original site planning that had been designated for the industrial use. Osaka
could not modify the original plan, even though the goal of this project changed
from industrial to urban development, and FAR became triples from 200% to
600%; the site plan remained the same.
The land use and developable area of Rinku Town is based on the original
master plan in the application for land filling. Its intention was for industrial
uses with assuming FAR as 200%; for example, the commercial area was 30.1
ha,94 only 9.5% of total area, and most uses are for the industrial or airport-
related offices and hotels. The left column of Table 4-11 shows the original land
use of Rinku Town.
As it was prohibited by the central government to modify the land use,
Osaka attempted to use this limited area vertically by designating it as the
commercial zone with FAR 600%95; the last resort for Osaka to expand the
original plan to satisfy demands from developers. However, the planning
process for this use modification was extraordinary or it did not have any
94 6.2 ha for hotels with 1,391 rooms, and retail for 2.5 ha with the space of 9,853 m2
95. FAR is designated by the local government. That's why Osaka could do it.
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correlated modification onto the site planning, which resulted in the limited
developable area with high density.
Table 4-11: Cha of the Scale (Commercial Area only)
1986 J (%) Bidding (%)
Total Area 318.4 ha 100% 320 ha 100%
Commercial Area 30.1 ha 9.5% 30 ha 9.4%
(Developable Area) (19.5 ha) (6.1%) (27 ha) (8.4%)
FAR (200%96) N/A 600% N/A
Potential Total Floor 39.0 ha N/A 162 ha N/A
Areas
9 7
Office 21.6 ha* 55.4% 59 ha 36.4%
Retail 5.0 ha* 12.8% 31 ha 19.1%
Hotel 12.4 ha* 31.8% 43 ha 26.5%
*assumed numbers Source: the Osaka government
The next problem was the subdivision of lots. It was originally intended
for the solution of political problems, however it caused technical problems;98
Osaka attempted to supply as many lots as possible to respond to the
overheated demand from the developers. Osaka also wanted to avoid the
political criticism that Osaka cared for only keiretsu groups and never for local
companies. However, smaller lots caused technical problems of: 1) the
connection with the underground infrastructure, 2) the structure for pedestrian
decks, and 3) the poor accessibility from the street to the lots, all of which the
developers must deal with. Osaka's easy solution for its political problems
caused new technical problems, or in other words, Osaka pushed its political
problems to the developers by transforming them to technically difficult and
costly problems. In addition, Osaka did not imagine that subdivision of lots
96. FAR was not decided in the application. FAR 200% is previous designation of this area.
97. The Application for the Land Fill for the South Osaka Bay: Osaka, 1986,
Developable Area* FAR 200%: originally retail 9,853 m2, and hotel 1,391 rooms
98. In order to respond the demand from the developers, Osaka divided eight large blocks (6
~ 8 ha) into twenty two pieces (0.2 ~ 4.9 ha).
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would increase the participants, which would require it with stronger leadership
or management skill in turn.
Then, what about the site area? Table 4-12 provides comparison of the
developable and total area of large scale projects in Japan.99 The percentage of
developable area of Rinku Town is much lower than of other projects, indicating
that Rinku Town is a different type; Rinku Town could not become a business
subcenter like other projects, or it should not have attempted to be so. The
mistake for both the developers and Osaka was that they attempted to create
such business-oriented uses, even though the original uses and the location are
not prepared for such uses structurally.
Table 4-12: Comparison of Developable Area and the Total Area
Area Rinku Town I Tokyo Teleport7 MM21 Maku-hari
Total Area 320 ha 448 ha 186 ha 438 ha
A) Developable Area100  40 ha 144 ha 87 ha 205 ha
% of Total area 12.5% 32.1% 46.8% 46.8%
B) Total Floor Area 176 ha 585 ha10 1  N/A N/A
600% 600% 800% 400%
FAR 300%, 200% 400%, 300% 400% 300%
Source: Tokyo government, City of Yokohama, Chiba Prefecture, Osaka government
Chart 4-G compared correlation between the scale and accessibility
(location) with large projects in the world, in order to find out the relative
position of Rinku Town. 102 This chart suggests a hint for general development
strategy for the critical mass; the optimal location-scale correlation may not
always be proportional. Rather, two possibilities exist; (1) the further the site
is, the much larger the site should be, in order to become attractive to acquire
99. They are comparable, because of these similarities; They show similarities: large scale,
land filled site, public-private partnership, and the contemporary projects.
100. It includes commercial and residential area, but does not include industrial areas. The
rests are for open spaces, streets, port, etc..
101. Excluding convention, new traffic system monorail, and the clean center.
102. Distance (km) to the nearest major cities was used to evaluate location.
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Table 4-G: Correlation between Scale and Accessibility of Urban Development
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the new market, or (2) the further, the smaller the site should be, in order to
meet with the demand from the local market. Project scale is critical for the
first type: new demand creation type, and such a project must make the
maximum use of a scale merit. The strategy of this type is to capture a new
market by differentiating itself from other projects with a unique concept. It
should naturally be high risk with high return, and can become an ignition for
the regional economy. Las Vegas and Disney World may be good examples.
Two Types of Location/Scale Correlationship of Urban Developments
Market adjusting Type
Rinku Town
Distance from
major cities
(km)
New Demand Creation Type
1 Existing Projects
Scale (ha)
As for the second type: market adjusting type, the optimal scale will be
determined by the economic force: supply and demand markets of its location.
Naturally, the scale shrinks with the smaller demand in the suburbs. This type
is more conservative, and its uses are restricted to only office, hotel,
residential, and retail uses. Its success may be expected, however it is difficult
to become a regional core. These differences come from the final goal of the
project: developmental concept and targeting of markets.
Rinku Town could not satisfy either condition, unfortunately; its
developable area is not large enough to create a new city, nor is it located
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adjacent enough to the existing market. In addition, it did not set up distinctive
targets and the future goal. Its proximity to the airport does not always
guarantee a strong "substitute effect" for the magnet facilities to invite people
and corporation; the impact from the airport was still unpredictable. Rinku
Town took the middle direction of the chart: between new demand creation type
and market adjusting type, but in vain. This frustration indicates that the
strategic choice of the location-scale link would not allow the third alternative;
there exists no middle way in between, and it also stresses the importance of
being specialized by selecting either type.
4.4. 1. b. Building Use
Table 4-13 shows the breakdown of each building use planned by
developers, as well as of downtown Osaka and of demand projections. It shows
that if Rinku Town were to be realized, it would be influential strongly to the
market; having half of the retail and hotel already existing in downtown Osaka,
and 59 ha of office spaces, almost half of the annual supply from 1991 to 1992
(111 ha). If compared the market population for retail shops, the necessary
market population for Rinku Town would be 3.1 million,103 almost equal to the
south downtown Osaka; however, such market population will not exist in the
region, except the passengers of the airport. In addition, the total supply
exceeded any projections by research institutes. Even though taking into
consideration its location, hinterland, maturity, accumulation of facilities, and
the demand from passengers, this project will still oversupply commercial
spaces. 104
103. It is assumed that these markets are proportional to the hotel and retails floor area:
(31+ 43ha) / (31.5+ 7380* 90m 2/room) *4.15 = 3.1 million.
104. The passengers who would stop by the Rinku Town is estimated to be at most 1.7
million. (Total passengers excluding the crews per day*365 by ratio 3.8%), which seems still
weak to sustain this development.
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Table 4-13: The Building Use in the Commercial Area in Rinku Town105
Criteria Office Retail |_Hotel Other Uses (Total)
# of lots 10 lots 4 lots 9 lots 3 lots 15 lots106
Total Floor Area 59 ha 31 ha 43 ha 27 ha 160 ha10 7
% in Total Area 36.9% 19.4% 26.9% 16.9% 100%
Reference 200,000 N/A 5,200 room (office workers) N/A
Downtown Osaka 2,491 ha 62.3 ha 10,237 rooms N/A
North Area 254.5 ha 31.5 ha 7,380 rooms 4.15 million market
(office workers) 290,000 37.9 ha population
South Area 173.5 ha 30.3 ha 2,857 rooms 3.03 million market
(office workers) _ 190,000 20.1 ha population
Demand Projection
Source: Osaka, Han-Kyu Den-
by the Research Institutes and Consultants
Tetsu
Criteria Office i Retail 7 Hotel | Reference
1988 Sumitomo Trust Bank N/A N/A 3,857 room N/A
1988 Osaka Government N/A N/A 3,242 room N/A
1988 Land Use Committee 108  60 ha 25 ha 4,000 room N/A
1990 Yano - IDSS Research 31.1 ha N/A N/A N/A
1991 Aluteria Consulting N/A 22.3 ha N/A 3.46 million
There remains a question whether the balance of uses was optimal, or
whether it was discussed. Osaka designated the commercial zone, however not
the building use in each site. The data in this table is the result of uncontrolled
building uses; developers could plan whatever they wanted. Most developers
planned similar office buildings, because of the financial advantage of that use.
By the economic force, Rinku Town was transformed to be a project without a
character: just a collective body with similar office buildings, providing only
105. NLI Research, Osaka Government, Han-kyu Den-Tetsu, 'The comparative analysis
between the North and the South part of Downtown Osaka', October, 1992,
106. One lot for mixed uses like office and hotel uses was accounted 2 lots in total.
107. In addition, 16 ha for residences. (8 ha*200%)
108. This projection does not seem to have clear reasoning.
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supportive function of offices, retail shops, and hotels to the existing city, but
never appealing to the markets.
4.4. 1. c. Magnets
The character of a project largely depends on the core magnet facilities.
Rinku Town attempted to create two central core magnets: "business core"
and "culture core", both of which showed problems from the beginning.
First, these two cores did not have distinctive characters that could
differentiate themselves from competing projects. Even though the convention
center or cultural facility were equipped here, similar uses would be available
somewhere else, and they would not always become strong inviting magnets
as expected.
Second, the ownership and operation of these magnets were pushed to
the developers. In large scale developments, it is common for the public sectors
to create core facilities to invite people and to ignite other developments,
because such facilities are for the public use and are less earning. 109 They
would function as one kind of infrastructure for large scale projects; public,
indispensable, specially approved, management and capital intensive with
financial assistance from the governments. Osaka did not plan them, even
though it knew the importance of magnets from a previous success; 110 instead,
Osaka advised developers to create such facilities in their complex buildings.111
Finally, all parties concerned overly expected the international airport to
draw the market as the magnet. Airports usually can not become a final
destination, just terminal stations for mass transit. Their optimistic
expectation to the airport convinced themselves unnecessary to create other
109. Museum, aquarium, theme park, theaters are the examples.
110. The successful case is a waterfront project in Osaka; Kai-Yu-Kan aquarium, and
Tenpo-Zan Market Place, open in 1990.
111. Osaka attempted to create some magnet of entertainment or stadium, however in vain.
It is believed that such uses were prohibited by the Environment Agency.
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magnets, causing the weakness of marketing. It further resulted in developers'
retreat from this project.
4.4. 1. d. Guidelines for Urban Design
All the interviewees agreed that urban design did not exist, or that these
urban design guidelines were not put into practice. Although several guidelines
and architectural manuals were made, they were lacking holistic image.
Essentially, the organizations to control urban design were not instituted,
which is similar to other projects; in this sense, Rinku Town was the typical
Japanese projects without urban design. Kei Minohara, a Japanese planner,
once stated,
"Japan has no design policy that will realize urban design, nor the
organization to control it. It is possible to design park, road, and buildings,
however, there is no comprehensive plan for total design that control these
individual parts, and cities will become plain. In order to improve the quality
of design, its control and coordination are critical. Unfortunately, in Japan,
no organization is qualified to control or coordinate, and nobody is
responsible for the lack of urban design. "112
One reasons for missing urban design was due to the government
system. In fact, all interviewees agreed the restriction from the central
government as a major problem. Although two levels of restrictions exist: those
from the central government and from the local governments, the fundamental
problem exists in the central government. The Environmental Agency, a non-
professional organization of urban planning, will check and approve the
modification whether such change would conform to the laws, because this law
for the preservation is the territory of that agency; such attitude of the central
112. Minohara, Kei, Shin-Ken-Chiku,
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governments comes from protecting or quarreling over jurisdiction inside of
them. It was dubious whether the agency was eligible to approve without any
professional staff for urban planning. Even, the land use plan, the most critical
decision, was dominated by them, which Osaka could not modify. Such a
bureaucratic system in the planning process would be the most serious reason
for the frustration; however, Rinku Town may not be the only case.
Rinku Town gives the lessons that the local government should have the
autonomy to make a final decision, in order to give freedom for the strategic
planning. Moreover, the actualization for practicing design control needs the
professional staff outside the government. Otherwise, bureaucratic process will
kill the characters of projects, like in Rinku Town.
4.4.2. Conclusion
These analysis found that the physical planning involved fundamental
problems. The meddlesome Japanese governing system caused most reasons
in the following; however, Osaka was not innocent; it was also responsible for
its disorganized project management.
e Osaka attempted an urban development on a site where originally an
industrial development was planned, just by increasing FAR alone.
e The scale of the total floor area and their diversification of uses were not
always appropriate for this suburban location, which indicates that the
developmental goal and the targeting of markets were missing.
* The lack of magnets resulted in the absence of character of Rinku Town.
e Easy solution of subdivision of lots toward the political problems resulted
new technical problems that the private sectors must deal with afterwards.
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* Lack of the appropriate guidance for and organization in urban design
transformed the whole city unattractive; it allowed most developers'
proposals to have similar concepts and uses.
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Chapter 4. 5. Analysis of the Project Management
This section will discuss the problems in the project management. This
thesis identifies project management as that which helps produce the projects
by making a realistic schedule, planning financially, and coordinating the
smooth public private partnership. This section will focus on development
schedule and team management.
4.5. 1. Development Schedule Management
The first problem in time lining was the construction schedule, which
turned out to be technically impossible to achieve as planned. Second, after the
crash when the project was halted, the time scheduling became meaningless;
what Osaka must do was to negotiate with developers about their cancellation
of this project.
Table 4-14 shows the original schedule: the correlation between the total
floor area and the completing period of major projects in Japan.
Table 4-14: Total Floor Area and Schedule of Major Projects 113
III Tokyo I au-ai Si-uuProject Rinku Town Teleport Maku-hari Shin-juku
Area 318.4 ha 448 ha [ 438 ha 96 ha
Floor Area 160 ha 585 ha N/A 216 ha
(114.7 ha) (121.8 ha)
Planned 1987-1995 1986-2004 1973-2000 1968-1991
Schedule 23 years
Actua 11 4  1990-1995 1990-1997 1988-1994 1968-1991
Floor/Year 32.0 ha/year (16.4) (20.3) 9.4
Source: Each Local Government
113. These numbers don't include Residences. 0 means the actual numbers and the other is
the planned numbers.
114. Actual Schedule means the term from the start of construction to the completion. As for
Tokyo Teleport, all the bidding sites are assumed to be completed until 1997.
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This table indicates that these recent projects show shorter schedule
than the traditional project, such as Shinjuku, in spite of their locational
disadvantages of being in the suburbs or waterfront. This trend is common to
most projects in the bubble period, because at that time, the land myth was
still alive, and people believed that the earliest completion could realize the
earliest and probably the safest return to the parties concerned. As a return,
the public sectors could enjoy tax revenue and win fame with the success of
their projects; the private sectors were also able to maximize their return by
acquiring new sites and expanding real estate investment.
Rinku Town was no exception. The problem was its rapid schedule,
without considering the coexistence with the surrounding areas and the existing
market. If it were located in the center of major cities, the rapid growth may be
attainable, and this surge of supply will not overflow the market. However, the
rapid growth will not be realistic in the suburbs without a market. Such
projects must be developed together with the maturity of the surrounding area
and its hinterland, in order to grow a new market in the long run, because such
a location is strongly tied with the local area. It should also be noted that this
schedule reflected the political intention of Osaka; Osaka was afraid of
exposing its "lowly" developed sites to the passengers from abroad, because it
would discredit Osaka as an international city. One of the Osaka's wrong
judgment was that it took the political need by ignoring the actual need from
the market.
Table 4-15 shows the actual construction schedule, based on the Bidding
Rules. It imposed the developers to begin their operations until 1994, when the
airport was expected to open.
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Table 4-15: Construction Schedule of Rinku Town (ha)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 T 1996
North*115 South* N North** South**Process side side N/A N/A side side All
Land Area (8.9) (16.1) (25) (25) (25) (25) (25)
Construction 0 26.7 103.2116 153.0 126.3 49.8 0
Total 0 0 0 0 26.7 103.2 153.0
# Buildings 0 0 0 0 7 15 22
* Contract, ** Completion, Source: 'Bidding Rule'; Osaka
This schedule shows that a total of 153 ha, 22 buildings, would be under
construction in both sides in 1993, which would be more than the annual
supply of office spaces in the Osaka area from 1991 to 1992 (111 ha). One
interview found it technically impossible to complete these buildings along this
schedule, because the supply of labors for such construction work could not
catch up with the demands from Rinku Town, the airport, and other projects
under way in the Kansai area. For the comparisons, Chart 4-G presents the
actual completion schedules in the Shinjuku and Makuhari, 117 showing the
difference of the construction schedule, and clarifying the rapidity of
developments in the Rinku Town.
This rapidity reflected typical characters of the Japanese corporations
participating the projects in the bubble periods; (1) political requirements from
the governments were almost absolute for such corporations; they would be
cooperative to implement such requirement, without questioning its
rationality, and the obedient attitude of those corporations might make the
public sectors inexperienced with the project management, (2) such
115. North side has 7 sites, and south side has 15 sites.
116. It is assumed that all buildings need three years to be completed, and 50% of the total
under construction area started in the middle of the year.
117. The leasing office spaces are 390,858 m2, and hotels are 269,292 m2. In order to
simplify, these data are estimated by using these assumptions: 1) construction uses two
and a half years. 2) One year is divided into two terms: (1/1-6/30), (7/1-12/31), and each
site uses five consecutive terms to be completed.
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Table 4-H: Estimated Completion Areas of Three Projects
1,600,000
1,400,000
1,200,000 --- - - - -- - -- ---- -
C 1,000,000 -- - --
800,000 - - -- -
Makuhari
600,000 - - - -
D-F Shinjuku
o 400,000 - -- - -
200,000 - ------ -- --- - ------- Rinku Town
0R
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Completion Year Source: Osaka, Chiba, and Shinjuku
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corporations would follow other competitors; if a company had a bull attitude
towards the markets and took the risk, then its rivals would follow such a
company, just because they did not want to be behind from other competitors.
This attitude toward the investments showed their lack of self-control or self-
judgment of the projects. These extraordinary way of participating in projects
was justified at that time, and the surges of such developers to Rinku Town
made Osaka optimistic for the market.
As the Chart 4-H shows, the development speed of Rinku Town and
Makuhari are rapid; however, their impacts on the market are different.
Makuhari was not influential to the existing market significantly, because
most sites were for the corporate users, and the supply of commercial spaces
did not increase drastically. Chiba, the local government, limited its sale for
land only to corporate users for hedging its risk, in order to assure that these
companies would come and never leave from this area. This risk management
promised Chiba the completion of this town, as well as the future tax revenue.
Chiba also attempted to control the whole area, and prohibited the resale of the
site in order to prevent the speculation and avoid disordered development in the
future. The companies enjoyed this scheme, too, because they could purchase
rather large lands in a promising place for a relatively cheap price, which were
rare in the Tokyo area at that time. That's why the rapid development was
possible in Makuhari, which indicates the key for success to develop a large
area in the suburbs.
The success of Makuhari also exists in the way of inviting the Japanese
corporations by utilizing their nature of following the competitors (mentioned
before). Makuhari was skillful for using their nature; the first target was IBM
Japan. Once IBM decided to come, the invitation by Chiba turned out to be
successful, and others were easily stimulated to acquire the sites nearby.
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Developers also intended the acquisition in vain, because of Chiba's firm
attitude toward its policy: not to seek after a short term gain just by selling the
land, but to achieve prosperity in the long run. This invitation strategy and
Chiba's attitude were the strong stimulation for corporations, implying another
key for success for the future developments in the suburbs.
Shinjuku's successful invitation strategy case was fortunate;118 the
Tokyo area was still expanding at that time from the 1970s to 1980s, and its
configuration as a city inclined toward the high density. Shinjuku was
successful, which implemented the strategy of coexisting with and growing the
market prudently, while controlling supply of office spaces. Moreover, Shinjuku
showed the importance of magnets: hotels in the early stages, and the
government offices in the final stage. It first developed hotels, which was in
need at that time. After becoming popular, it started construction of offices,
and finally completed the government offices, a strong magnet to invite people,
while promising its growth; it had a clear goal to become a civic center, which
reflected the master plan from the beginning. This strategic development
process suggests the importance to alternate the priority of each use; which to
be created first. This alternation of use is one key factor of the land use
portfolio, in addition, to clarify the goal and to reflect it on the master plan are
also the keys for success.
4.5.2. Team Management
This section will first discuss two points of team management; the
organization structure and the public private partnership (PPP), both of which
118. Shinjuku is also a good example of the long term development that suffered a
depressing periods at the early stage; when Tokyo Metropolitan Government began to sell
land, such land were not popular, and some of them left unsold.
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could be ascribed to the collapse of this project. In addition, it will discuss the
management of keiretsu groups, one of the most crucial mistake by Osaka.
Chart 4-I shows the whole organizational structure of this project.
Before the bidding, Osaka was supported by the land use committee and the
advisory staffs from the public sectors, the private sectors, and professors.
After the bidding, three organizations: Rinku Center, Town Meeting, and
Wiseman Meeting, were founded. 119 This structure is a typical Japanese
organization balance between the public, private, and professionals, which does
not usually involve residents groups.
Table 4-16: The Members of the Land Use Committee
Sectors members | Major Specialty
Local Governments 8 Civil Engineering, General Planning, Ports&Harbours,
Commerce & Industry,3 Deputy Mayors,
Other Public Sectors 4 Kansai International Airport
University 6 Civil Engineering, Environment, Traffic system,
Infrastructure of communication,
Private 10 Gas, Electricity, Telephone, Railways, Advertising,
Labor Union 2
Source: 'Final Study Report', Land Use Committee
Table 4-16 shows the members of the land use committee, exposing
contradiction against the original purpose for its foundation. First, the criteria
for this selection was unclear; few professional planners and architects were
chosen, even though the original purpose was to implement the comprehensive
plan of Osaka into the actual master plan. All professors were not always
professionals in planning, and the people from private sectors did not represent
planners, either; moreover, most members from the public sectors were not
professionals in planning. The function of the committee is questionable from
119. The Rinku Center will conduct the whole operation of this town, as well as promoting,
holding events, and managing the facilities. Town Meeting is the place to discuss common
issues in this town, and the Wisemen Meeting works as an advisory staffs.
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the beginning. Generally, in Japan, land use committees are often founded for
the large projects as the advisory staffs to the local government. However,
they do not often function well as the leading committee, existing mainly to
endorse the master plan that the local governments created. This process is
useful for the local governments in order to receive an official recommendation
from the notable committee members, which would often become their excuse
against political criticisms. Osaka might intend this, too. If considered this
organization structure, it was a natural consequence that this master plan
caused several problems in physical planning afterwards.
There exists another link between the central and local governments,
hidden from the chart. The Japanese central-local relationship resembles to
the federal-local relationship in the US in 1950s, when the federal government
approved the master plan by the local cities and granted them the funds to
actualize their plans in turn. 120 The federal government was the chief decision
maker, and the local cities did not actually have a initiatives to make the final
decision of their master plan. Japanese relationship works rather similar to
this federal system, and the initiative is often held by the central government.
The autonomy of the local governments is independent legally, enabling these
governments to create master plans by themselves, however such plans
sometimes need unofficial approvals or are restricted by the central
governments.
Such a dominating system was based on the financially weak ground of
the local governments. They are not always independent financially without a
strong revenue source; they have 40% of revenue from the local tax, which
they can use for any purpose, however the rest is from federal fund, most of
which can't be used as they intend. Thus, structurally, the local governments
120. Partnership and Negotiation, Shigenori Kobayashi, Gakugei-Shuppan-sha, 1994
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can not be against the central government. Osaka is no exception, and it has to
be obedient. This structural and political problems poised the freedom of
planning in Rinku Town, which led the imperfect the planning of this project.
These problems suggest the importance of independence for planning from
political strains; it should be protected from the politics.
Then, what about the process of Rinku Town? The process of making
the master plan is described as a catch ball process between the public and
private sectors, representing the basic way of planning in Japanese project
management. This process worked functional, however, the way of Osaka was
problematic. It was; 1) Osaka showed its comprehensive plan and its intention
of this project, 2) Land use committee created a draft of the master plan, with
the professional consultants and planners, 3) Before completing the final
master plan, Osaka asked the possibility of the project with several company
groups in order to get suggestions from the actual investors, 4) Land use
committee completed the final report, which reflected the Osaka's final goal
and the opinions of the private sectors, and 5) The final report opened public.
Basically, this process should be valuable in that both can negotiate,
before the official master plan is made concrete, and that they can improve the
project more realistic or feasible. They can recognize that both parties are in a
team, where both are responsible for the direction of the project, and each
party needs the other. Actually, this process worked effectively in Rinku Town
once; a few unique proposals were given to Osaka from one company group,
whose idea gave a significant impact on Osaka.121 However, there was another
purpose for Osaka in this process; it was to know the site that each group
121. It was the "package type development", which changed Osaka's concept, and became
the basic idea of this development. Its scheme was to divide the site into four blocks and
develop them separately by assigning the leading developers for each block. They are
responsible for developing and operating whole blocks by using other developers.
Nikkei Shinbun Newspaper, August 16, 1987
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wanted and to allocate it with suggesting the mergers of groups, in order to
avoid unnecessary competitions. Osaka attempted to prevent the bidding from
being overheated and to decrease the losers.
However, this tactics turned to be problematic and became the key
reason for the halt of the project, caused from being ignorant of the nature of
Japanese corporations. Supposedly, it was realistic and reasonable solution;
the problem was the internal relations among the keiretsu groups, and the
difficulty of joint venture between two different groups. Each group was tied
traditionally and financially with different cultural background, and was
exclusive. Osaka also overly believed its power; Japanese corporations tend to
obey easily the order from the government. Osaka might believe that its order
could overcome the difficulty of merging the groups.
All interviewees noted that it was impossible to make these groups join
together; they were afraid that this grouping would not last long. Most groups
couldn't compromise their original ideas of the physical planning and uses, and
their negotiation in a group turned into confusion. One keiretsu group just
pushed its plan to the other partner without listening to his opinions, which
resulted in the breaking up of such group.122 This indicates the importance and
difficulty for the public sectors to orientate the company groups, which must
be treated as the equal partner, as well as the observers of the administrative
guidance. In addition, it suggested that one-way orders from the governments
could result in the miserable finish, which might produce other problems,
emphasizing the importance of the catch ball process and the compromise
from both sectors. All these problems showed that Osaka was not experienced
in managing these large scale projects, and lacked the leadership to organize all
participants.
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122. Interview by the author.
4.5.3. Conclusions
This analysis found several problems in the project management of
Rinku Town: unreasonable schedule and dysfunctional organization. It was not
only due to the Osaka government, however to traditional management
structures for Japanese projects. Moreover, one of the most critical mistake in
Osaka's tactics was the policy to keiretsu groups. Unfortunately, Osaka was
ignorant of the nature of such company groups, and this triggered the halt of
each project, and the whole project later.
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4.6. Conclusion of Analysis of Rinku Town
This chapter revealed the reasons why Rinku Town was not successful.
There were five major reasons; 1) the economic crash hit both the tenant
market and developers, and the restriction of loan was damaging to them.
Moreover, feasibility turned out to be aggravated, 2) the land use portfolio was
not achieved; the building use was not well diversified, and the total supply of
the commercial spaces exceeded the market. Combination of different uses to
hedge the risk from the economic fluctuation was not actualized, either, 3) no
effective magnets were planned here, 4) the projected developmental schedule
was too rapid, and 5) there did not exist any functional relationship between
the public and private sectors, or the central and local governments, resulting
in vague responsibility and lack of leadership. In addition, the airport, which
has been problematic from the beginning might affect the Rinku Town with its
delayed schedule and the failure to invite air flights as expected.
In addition, it is observed that all parties concerned with this project had
too much expectation for the influence from the adjacent airport; everybody
overly estimated the potential impact from the airport to bring people, cargo,
and corporations, in line with the demands for the commercial spaces and retail
purchases in Rinku Town. The consequence: frustration in completing Rinku
Town.
Rinku Town showed us the followings;
a. Optimistic expectation to the airport is dangerous; it would bring visitors
and cargo, however it would not always stimulate the demands for
commercial spaces.
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b. It is important for the airport projects to strategically target the
appropriate markets to capture the demands of visitors and corporate
users, which are not always developers.
c. In order to invite such markets continuously, some kinds of magnet
facilities must be created successfully. Such magnets are often vital for
the suburban large projects, especially those projects without existing
markets.
d. Large projects must be developed step by step, with a reasonable land
use portfolio: the control of supply of commercial spaces, combination of
different uses that can hedge financial risk, and flexible development
schedule. The building uses should be flexible to be adjusted by the
change of demands.
e. Clear and functional organization should be established in the beginning,
in order to clarify the role of participants; otherwise, no one, including the
public sectors, will take responsibility. The autonomy of the local
government in planning process should be preserved for actualization;
excessive restrictions would often intervene the projects.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion of Thesis
5. 1. Introduction : What is learned from Rinku Town ?
These findings in the previous chapters show the necessity for the
strategy of targeting the markets, creating the optimal use diversification,
setting developmental schedule, and establishing the organization to actualize
these projects. This chapter will further discuss these ideas, and suggest the
development strategy for the airport projects.
5. 2. Suggestions for Rinku Town (with hindsight)
After all, how should Rinku Town have planned? After the crash, in order
to save this project, Osaka has been restructuring Rinku Town in its
development schedule and the land use. Basic policy for restructuring Rinku
Town is to recover the initial capital as much as and as early as possible, in
order to mitigate financial problems that Osaka is confronting with;
e Osaka adopted two step development schedule, by dividing the site into two
areas, both of which have different completion schedule.
e The agreements with the developers for the first phase (the north side) are
not canceled, and Osaka is still negotiating with the developers about the
possibility of completing their developments and their modifications.
e The developers in the south side were freed from the obligations for Rinku
Town without penalty. Osaka started the planning of the south side again,
with a new concept: "Pacific City", which focuses on the international
market, especially from Asian countries.
e Osaka revised the demand projection, and shrank some of the uses in the
south side, based on the projection.
What should the planners have done if there were an ideal situation,
where Rinku Town could be planned freely from the first?
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1. First, the goal and development process should be set clearly, based on the
accurate analysis and recognition of the character of the Kansai area and
Osaka.
2. The possibility of the location proximal to the airport should be examined
and rough use structure should be formulated; the location of Rinku Town
required this project to have been a new demand creation type project,
rather than the market adjusting type. Final goal may be a full-equipment
city with magnets, however, when and how to complete these facilities will
need consideration. (If there were no restrictions against the use, then, one
possibility123 for the magnet was a theme park,124 which has been under
way in the waterfront area of Osaka, targeting Asian marketed as well as
the domestic markets.125)
3. Based on this goal and its locational potential, the target markets, master
plan, and the use should be decided. The original concept of "Interaction and
High Amenity"126 may be still utilized, however the master plan and land
use should be revised entirely.
4. The program for actualization: finance, organization, management, and
schedule, should be implemented; based on the failure of Rinku Town, all
bodies should have concentrated on the magnets alone in the beginning, in
order to enhance the status of it. An organization to actualize this magnet
should be established, and all bodies must participate in the operation of the
magnet to share its financial risk and return. However, the final designation
of the uses should be reserved until the impact of the magnet would be
123. Assume that there is no restriction against the use.
124. There is a similar theme park project under planning in the Osaka waterfront area,
which could get away from the restriction.
125. Universal Studio, Japan. 58 ha, $1,600 million, scheduled to open in 1999.
126. Directly translated from Japanese. Land Use Committee, Final Report, 1990
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observed. If it would not be successful, this project should be modified; only
when it is successful, other uses should be completed afterwards.
5. The developmental schedule should be set more conservative; the first
completion date does not have to meet with the opening of the airport.
Rather, the schedule should be set a few years later, after observing the
impacts of the airport, because this airport has been problematic. The first
opening of the magnets would be planned around 1998, when the airport will
be operating smoothly. Table 5-A suggests an idea for the developmental
process of Rinku Town.
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Table 5-A: Suggestion for the Schedule and Process for Rinku Town
Phase I (1990 ~ 1998) 11 (1999 ~ 2005) III (2006 ~ 2010) IV (2010 ~ 2015)
Goal Directing /PR of the Project 2nd Completion (50%) 3rd Completion (75%) Final Completion (90%)
1st Completion (25%) Exansion
Target All market (same market) (same) & Corporate make Expand these markets
Uses Main Magnet*, Investments in the Magnet, Additional Magnets**, Renewal, Housings,
Infrastructures, (Hotels) Hotels, Retails Offices Ra O _____
What (~ 1994): Concept-making Start planning next terms, Planning next terms, Redevelopment Plan,
Osaka Revise of the Final Report, Adjusting supply of spaces, Adjusting with the markets, Adjusting with the markets,
should have Projection of the market, with the markets, Revising schedule, Providing housing
done New Feasibility Studies, Revising schedule, Selecting the 3rd developers,
(Planning) (1995 - 1998) : Actualization Selecting the 2nd developers IProviding housing
Designation of FAR,
Opening of the Magnet,
seetntdSelecg the 1st develope
(Producing) Establishing Organizations Promotion to the world Inviting another Magnet, Urban Management,
for the whole project Operation of the Magnet Operation of Magnets, Operation of Magnets
Intensive Promotional Event, Invitation of Corporate Users Promotion,
Invitation of the Maget EUrban Management
Finances Financing for the Magnet Profit fr-om the Sale of land 'Profit fr-om the Sale of land Profit from the Sale of land
(Bond Issue) Bond Payment RBond Payment, Final Bond Payment,
I Tax Revenue Tax Revenue
Theme Park, *Casino, Factory Outlet Mall, etc., Source: Author
5. 3. Suggestions for the Developmental Strategy of Airport Projects
5. 3. 1. Targeting the markets127
In a development process, the selection of targets is an important basis
of structuring optimal uses. Table 5-1 classifies two markets: the existing
market of the city center, and the market from the regions nearby, including
international markets. In addition, these markets have different segments,
each needing a different strategy: the markets of the corporations for the office
spaces, and the markets of people for the retail shops and other uses.
Table 5-1 : Market Segmentation
Market Location Target What For?
Existing Market Central area People [Retail shop, Hotel, Magnet, Residence
Corporations Office, Hotel, Industrial
New Market Regional area People Retail shop, Magnet, Residence,
Corporations Office, Industrial, Distribution,
International People _ Retail shop, Hotel, Magnet,
Corporations Office, Hotel, Residence,
Industrial, Distribution,
Source: Author
Despite economic climate, demand markets exist; airport projects must
provide favorable incentives to attract these markets into their jurisdiction.
For example, corporations tend to move easily to places with lower rents or
cheaper land prices, and consumers will also change their shopping places if
enticed by cheaper prices.
The regional demands must also be considered, and the airport projects
must respond to such demands in order to be independent from the existing
127. In this conclusion, the industrial or distribution uses are excluded, because the
industrial developments are not always the goal for the skyfront projects.
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market, even though the surrounding area tends to be under developed and will
need time and improvement.
Visitors (tourists and business people) will also become potential
markets, however sometimes unpredictable. The possibility of a visitors'
market is enhanced by the proximity of the airport; if the diversification of the
building uses is successful, this market may become limitless. In a strategic
sense, the existence of this market must be focused upon in the early planning
process, when planners must create the concepts, magnets, and frameworks
to attract this liquid market continuously.
The importance of the selection and the targeting of the market was not
realized in Rinku Town, which did not have this kind of marketing strategy in
its planning. Instead, Rinku Town had an optimistic expectation that visitors
would come if mixed use complex were built. Table 5-2 shows the marketing
and result of Rinku Town.
Table 5-2: Early Marketing Strategy of Rinku Town and its Results
Target Market | Rinku Town's Target Actual Result
Existing Market
Central City area LPeople Expected them to come a lot Unknown
Corporations Expected them to come a lot A few showed interest
New Market
Regional Market People Expected only a few Unknown
Corporations Never expected None could be invited
International Market People Expected them to come a lot Unknown
Corporations Expected them to come a lot A few showed interest
Source: Osaka, Proposals from developers, Interviews,
In order to understand the market more in detail, the typical patterns of
people and the corporations visiting the airport projects should be discussed.
Table 5-3 shows expected patterns of their activities, the problems preventing
their visiting, and the solutions to these problems.
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Table 5-3: The Patterns for Visitors of Airport Projects
Criteria Do they come ?I Why? How will they stop by?
Tourists No Heavy Luggage 1) without luggage
Access, Time, 2) with a car, and located on their way.
Interest 3) plenty of time for transferring ffights
4) if it is very attractive.
Shoppers (Maybe) No Distance 5) If it is attractive enough to come
Access repeatedly
Business No Luggage, Time 6) If the final destination is located
People Access nearby, and 1), 2), 3)
Source: Author
The Patterns for Corporations
Criteria Do they come? Problems How will they come?
Financial No Costly 1) with more financial advantages: cheap
Problems rent, owning cost, tax incentive etc.
Location No Far 2) If there is a location advantage:
(depending on Marketing, Communication, or Proximity
industry) to the airport or the area
3) Good visibility is secured.
Convenience (depending on No support 4) with sufficient supporting facilities for
industry) system business (including public offices)
Peers (depending on No peer 5) If companies accumulate here.
industry) industries
come here
Visibility (depending on Poor 6) If unique or symbolic design is realized.
(Symbol) leach company) Visibility
Source: Author
The hypothesis that an airport will bring numbers of people, cargo
shipments, and corporations, while producing the economic impacts on the
area, is often simplified and dangerous expectation. Rather, this project shows
that visitors will not be automatically induced to visit the projects unless such
projects are unique places. Visitors have strong purposes to go to their final
destination, however do not have any motivations to visit the airport projects
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nearby; heavy luggage and time restrictions will discourage them, either. This
pattern analysis implies the importance of providing them motivations; similar
trends can be observed for corporations. Such motivations should be stronger
than the attractiveness of full-line business supply facilities, because full-line
equipment has become the standard for the large projects, which can be seen
anywhere; such a land use is not an effective strategy for differentiating it from
other competitors. Actually, no non-developer corporations were stimulated to
move their offices here just by the future plan with such facilities in Rinku
Town. Moreover, proximity to the airport was not found to be attractive to
corporations, 128 even in the prosperous periods with tight tenant markets.
5.2.2. The Optimal Use:
The previous analysis showed that projects equipped with multi-use
facilities fell prey to standardization tactics: similar projects can be observed
anywhere. Such projects can not always be differentiated, and magnets, in
turn, are becoming one of the key strategic uses in order to win comparative
advantage. Once the airport projects become popular places with the frequent
visitors, the corporations may follow, and new demand will arise; the key is how
to start up the airport project and magnets successfully.
What would be good magnets? Many possibilities exist: convention
centers, theme parks, casinos, factory outlet malls, and museums, depending
on each locational context. The appropriate magnets will determine the
character of the projects; however, the selection of magnets will often be
intervened with several problems of legal restrictions, political opposition, or
128. Asahi Shinbun Newspaper, July 11, 1993: out of 979 enterprises in the USA and EU,
only 11 companies showed some interest to Rinku Town. Moreover, according to Osaka, 19
Australian companies and 19 Asian companies showed interest in 'Pacific City' in order to
have a business base in Japan.
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financial problems.129 Generally, the strongest magnets would be a theme park
and casino. Convention centers and museums can be moderate magnets, both
of which would be more preferable for the existing cities than for the suburban
locations. Table 5-4 shows the problems and impacts of these magnets.
Table 5-4: Problems and Impacts by Magnet Types
Magnets T Impacts Problems
Major Magnets
Theme park Huge profit or loss, Large and High Risk, Operator, Capital
Consistent Impacts, Intensive
Casino Large and Consistent Impacts, Political Issues, Know-how,
Huge Profit, Legal Restrictions,
Lower risk than theme park
Moderate Magnets
Exhibition Center Lower risk, Volatile Occupancy,
Event Operation, Financing
Convention center Lower risk, Volatile Occupancy,
More Business oriented Event Operation, Financing
Amusement park Small Impacts Domestic market
Minor Magnets
Stadium Small Impacts Volatile Occupancy,
Event Operation, Financing
Museum Small but Consistent Impacts, Operator, Domestic market,
Low risk, Financing
Factory Outlet Mall Small but Consistent Impacts, Rather Domestic market
Low risk
Source: Author
Because these magnets will often struggle financially in the beginning,
their success depends upon receiving help from all parties, especially from the
local governments in the early stage of their planning process: selection of
typology, invitation, construction, operation, and maintenance. The legal
restrictions for such uses should be relaxed, too. Rinku Town was squeezed by
129. Rinku Town could not realize these magnets -- a convention center (operation problems
and many competitors), a theme park, stadium, and casino (against the law).
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such strict restrictions for land use and by the unwillingness of Osaka to
operate the magnets.
Another possibility for providing an advantage to projects is to grant
financial incentives to corporate users, in order to invite their headquarters;
cheaper land cost, reduced property taxes, with accelerated depreciation, and
corporate tax priority status may be good examples. These corporations will
facilitate their spaces here as a headquarters, and will also contribute to the
region by paying taxes, enhancing status of the region, providing employment,
and configuring the city, in exchange for their contribution. The key is to focus
not on developers who will invest in the project, but on the corporate users who
will actually start their business there. Rinku Town was tragic because people
confused investors with corporate users.
Table 5-5: The Image for the Airport Projects
Target Existing Markets New Markets
People |_Corporations People Corporations
Key Word Attractive Cost Attractive Cost
Unique Competitive Resort Competitive
Type Market Adjusting Type New Demand Creation Type
Major Mall of America Maku-hari Las Vegas Las Colinas
Projects Rinku Town Disney World
Mall of America
Necessary Attractions Supportive Attractions Supportive
Use facilities facilities
Magnets, Office, Retails, Mega Magnets, Office, Retails,
Hotel, Office Support, Hotel, Office Support,
Retail shops, Housing, Retail Shops Housing
Source: Author
Table 5-5 shows the key concepts, necessary uses, and examples of
projects for each market. In order for the airport projects to be independent
while satisfying the necessities from the markets, they must create at least
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full-line uses in the long run; 130 although the final uses for both types -- the
market adjusting type, and the new demand creation type -- are similar, the
targeted market and timing of completion of each facility are different. The
point is not only what uses to create, but when and how to create these uses.
Then, the land use portfolio: the diversification (combination of uses) and
the supply schedule of each use, become important in terms of both physical
planning and risk management. Strategically, in order to mitigate the impact
from the fluctuations, the diversification must be considered; two different uses
that respond adversely to the economic cycle should be combined together; for
example, residences as a counter-economic cycle use can be utilized as a buffer
for other uses that will fluctuate, such as offices, in order to hedge the risk from
the economic cycle. Concurrently, the adjustment of the development schedule
(or phasing) must be done periodically to meet the demands, because the
supply of spaces for each use will be significant. To preserve the flexibility of
the use and schedule would enable the project to match with the volatile needs
of the fluctuating periods, which will also help decrease the risk of oversupply.
Moreover, the planners must consider the visibility of each development
in this phasing; such developments that are completed in the early stage
should never be sporadically arranged in order to continuously provide partial
image of the final shape of the whole. To actualize this visibility, the
subdivision of the whole site into clusters, the phasing of these clusters, and
the allocation of the appropriate uses become meaningful.
These projects should expect their evolution in the future; if the magnet
is successful, other demand, such as corporate conventions, would be induced.
These projects will expand, while offering different uses; not only the project,
130. For example, this would include offices, hotels, retail shops, public services, business
supporting systems, research and development laboratories, industrial facilities, residences.,
entertainment, cultural facilities, and the magnets.
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but also the region will evolve to an independent city. Orlando shows a good
example of evolution from the entertainment to the independent area. In this
evolutionary process, the final goal of the projects can not always remain the
same as the first goal planned in the beginning, therefore, it is necessary to set
up the flexible system of designating the uses both in planning and in legal
process.
5. 2. 3. Developmental Schedule
Because the airport project is a kind of suburban project, its schedule is
similar to them; the key factor is to develop a timeline which appropriately
introduces growth of specific markets. The existing market may not be able to
grow together with the rapid and dense development in the suburbs, as Rinku
Town showed. By assuming a slow and careful development schedule, the
supply for commercial spaces and the growth of the regions will be adjustable.
In addition, it will also gives flexibility to modify the original plan, enabling to
adjust with the change of the social demand. In this context, to control requires
stabilization of the project and it is more than a mere governmental restriction.
Such control will be influential to the local tax revenue, the status of the region,
gradual increase of population, and the employment. Table 5-B and Table 5-C
suggest possible schedule and the targets for the two types of airport projects.
The optimal schedule depends on the nature of each project, and there
are several common determinants: 1) the structure of land uses and the total
supply of spaces, 2) the intention of the government sectors, 3) the markets
for the commercial spaces, 4) the cash flow structure for all bodies, and 5) the
economic cycle. In order to satisfy these determinants, the long term schedule,
with three or four short term phases, would be appropriate for the airport
projects, and it can not be shorter than the ordinary urban developments.
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Table 5-B: The Developmental Schedule for Market Adjusting Type Development
Phase I ( 0 ~ 5 years) II ( 5 - 10 years) III (10 ~ 15 years) IV (20 ~ 25 years)
Step Infant Growth, Partial Completion Independence Maturity, Redevelopment
Target Existing Market Existing, new, & Existing, new, & Maintain the markets
International market International market
Uses Infrastructures, Magnets*, Hotels, Retails, Offices, Retails, Offices, Housings Renewal
Hotels, Retails, Offices Housings
Process Promotional Event, Growth Control, Promotion Growth Control, Promotion, Redevelopment Plan,
Invitation of Magnets and to the international markets, Additional Investment, and Additional Investment, and
Tenants More Investment, and Operation of Magnets, Operation of Magnets,
Construction, Operation of Magnets, Urban Management, Urban Management,
_______ ______________ IUrban Management IContribution to the re gion Contribution to tergo
Public Loss: Start Earning Stable Earning Prosperity:
Finances Tax revenue, Tax revenue, jTax revenue, Tax revenue,
(Revenue) ______________________ Profit from sale of land G Profit from sale of land Profit from sale of land
(Expense) Intensive Investments Additional Investment, Additional Investment, Reinvestment,
Bond payment Bond payment Additional Investment,
______ _____________ ______________ ____-~Final Bond pyent
Examples1  Ma of America Makuhari West Edmonton Mall Las Colinas
Fin s Tokyo Teleport T
*convention centers, exhibition centers, amusement park, museums, stadium, factory outlet malls, Source: Author
1. This table includes Mall Of America, West Edmonton mall, Disney World, and Las Vegas, as the good example of such projects that
invite visitors from far markets by the attractiveness of its facility.
Table 5-C: The Developmental Schedule for New Creation Type Development
Phase I (- 5 years) I 11(5 ~ 10 years) I II (10 ~ 15 years) [ IV (20 ~ 25 years)
Infant
All markets
Mega Magnets*,
Infrastructures, (Hotels)
Intensive Promotional Event,
Invitation of Magnets and
Tenants,
Construction
Growth
(same markets)
Additional Magnets,
Hotels Retails
Promotion to the world,
More Investment,
Operation of Magnets
x revenue,
ale of land
m Tourists
Public Loss (might be a huge Still Loss:
Finances profit): Ta
(Revenue) Revenue from the Magnets Profit from s
I _ _ (little Coverage) Impacts fro
Intensive Capital
Investments
Mall of America
Euro Disneyland
Additional Investment,
Bond payment
Tokyo Disneyland
(Makuhari)_
Growth, Independence
(same) & Corporate market
Additional Magnets, Retails,
Offices, Housings
Additional Investment for
expansion, Promotion,
Operation of Magnets,
Contribution to the region
Invitation of Tenants
Start Earning:
Tax revenue,
Profit from sale of land
Impacts from Tourists
Additional Investment,
Bond payment and Re-issue
Expand these markets
Renewal
Redevelopment Plan,
Additional Investment,
Operation of Magnets,
Urban Management,
Contribution to the region
Stable Earning:
Tax revenue,
Profit from sale of land
Impacts from Tourists.
Additional Investment,
(Final) Bond payment
Las Vegas
Disney World
*theme park, casino, convention centers, exhibition centers, amusement park, museums, stadium, factory outlet malls, Source: Author
2. This table includes Mall Of America, Disney World, Tokyo Disney Land, Euro Disney Land, and Las Vegas, as the good example of such
projects that invite visitors from far markets by the attractiveness of its facility.
Step
Taret
Uses
Process
(Expense)
Examples2
Matuit
Especially, the key factor is the financial structure; it is difficult to
pursue short term gain or to make the early stage profitable, as is the case
with a large project. Such projects tend to be high risk with high return, and
capital intensive; the initial cost is large, the return will be incremental, and the
sale of properties before the maturity may be difficult. If the early stage is
managed financially well, everything will turn out to be good; the demand will
increase, the land price will go up, and the source of future income would be
assured. The profit from the sale of such land in the second stage may be able
to cover the initial loss.
Then, how long should the optimal schedule be ? There may be three
factors to be considered;
e the maturity of the airport -- when it will reach the maximum capacity --
should be considered. As for Rinku Town, the airport is expected to reach its
100% of capacity in 2002 (after 7 years) and 150% in 2010 (after 15 years),
e the short economic cycle should be taken care of for the short term goal;
one short cycle -- 5 - 7 years -- would be appropriate for each phase,
e At least twenty years should be necessary for completion if inferred from
similar large scale projects, and these projects have to continue expanding
afterwards. For example, Las Vegas, Las Colinas, and Disney World have
been constantly growing for more than twenty years by supplying different
uses or rebuilding, in order to match the needs of the period.131
In this sense, the reasonable schedule of Rinku Town should have taken about
twenty years, with three or four short term phases of 5-7 years; the first and
second goal of completion may be set in 7 and 15 years after the opening of the
airport.
131. Actually, Las Colinas had financially a hard time in the beginning.
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The case of Shinjuku, Japan gives a hint of a controlled schedule.132
Shinjuku had a voluntary supply control by the developers whose prudent way
of investing resulted in the natural control of supply and demand. The success
of Shinjuku was done without the governmental control. The natural reaction
of the private sectors to the economic cycle would often result in the natural
control of supply of commercial spaces, which will automatically adjust the
demand.13 Rinku Town was structurally problematic, because political needs
urged the early completion, and the private sectors could not control their
schedule. Both cases imply that it is important for the government not to force
the supply-demand schedules, while ignoring the market.
One suggestion to assure the supply-demand and to invite corporations
to come here is to attract the "end users"134 in the early stages. This invitation
strategy means a trade off between the local government and corporate users,
which was successfully practiced in Makuhari. Once the area gets popular and
the demands increase, then incentives to corporations can be decreased. The
key is how to start up this project and to operate it successfully for the early
stages.
The importance of the promotional strategy in the opening of the project
should be emphasized. Rinku Town failed on this, because its opening was
nothing but the opening of the airport, without any promotional events. It
proved that the opening of the airport could not become the promotional event
for the airport projects nearby. The ideal events should be those appealing to
domestic and international markets, with the cooperation of both the public
sector and local economy; for example, such as International Exhibitions may
132. It suffered the up and downs of the economic fluctuations, but finally completed its
original goal to be a civic center.
133. No restriction for completion schedule were given to developers.
134. Those corporations that will use the commercial spaces, including hotel, retail shops,
department stores.
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be a good suggestion for these events. These promotional strategy should
intend financial success as well as the promotion of its project worldwide.
Table 5-6: Promotional Events of Japanese Large Scale Projects
Project Event Impact Year
Port Island (I) Portpia '81 16 million visitors 1981
Makuhari (Seasonal Pro. Baseball) 45% of convention occupancy 1988
in the beginning.
MM21 YES '89 N/A 1989
Tokyo Teleport Tokyo Frontier 20 million visitors estimated 1996
Rinku Town None Planned N/A N/A
Source: Various
5. 2. 4. Organizational Arrangement
Rinku Town also proved the necessity for the independent organization
in Japan for its actualization in the early stage, in order to organize the project
efficiently. Without such organizations, responsibility of each participants will
be noncommittal; all parties will participate just to insist their benefits,
without taking responsibility. This organization is critical especially in
Japanese context, because the "meddlesome" governing system may spoil fair
responsibility, strong leadership, and the incentive of the local government.
Moreover, such an organization can provide the residents the opportunity to
appeal their opinions, which are usually neglected. For the smooth functioning
of such an organization, the following conditions may be necessary;
" The organization should be independent from all parties, and the members
should be changed periodically, in order to keep it fair. The decision by this
organization should be neutral from any political requirements.
" The local governments should have the authority to grant incentives
independently and it should also take the final responsibility of the whole
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projects in turn. In order to respond to the needs from developers, this
organization can give recommendation to the local government.
* This organization and the local government both should be cooperative for
inviting and operating the magnet facilities.
" If the developers will not obey the final decision by the organization, some
kind of penalty should be given to them, which will terminate the traditional
Japanese way of negotiating.
" In order to reflect the opinions from the developers, some members of the
organization should be adopted from the private sectors: the professional
planners, developers, operator of magnets, and specialists for finances.
Moreover, this organization should provide the opportunity for the residents
groups to participate in the projects.
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